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Abstract
Firstly, this study examines climatic impact of urbanization on the variability of the urban
heat island (UHI) effect over Greater Ho Chi Minh City metropolits (GHCM) since the late
1980s, using the dynamical downscaling with 1km-resolution regional climate model coupled
to an urban canopy model (RCM/UCM). This is the first application of RCM/UCM to a city
in developing countries in Southeast Asia in assessing the impacts of the past land-use and
anthropogenic heat release during the selected three periods (circa 1989, 1999, and 2009). The
main findings are as follows: First, agreement between simulated results (for urban condition in
2009) and observation demonstrates that the RCM/UCM is able to reproduce the urban climate
of GHCM. Second, the evolution of spatial distribution of UHI is closely associated with urban
expansion. The increase in the surface air temperature was about 0.3 ◦C in the pre-existing
urbanized area and about 0.6 ◦C in newly urbanized area in the last 20 years. Main factor of
these changes is a conversion of agriculture or grassland into the urban structure which results in
an increase in sensible heating and decrease in latent heating. In addition, in the central GHCM,
the urbanization impact was estimated at 0.31◦C, while the temperature increase was observed
at 0.64◦C in the last 20 years. This suggests that the urbanization may contribute about half to
the increase of surface air temperature in the central GHCM.
Secondary, the climatic responses to the coupled effects of greenhouse gas-induced global
warming and the future urbanization over up to the mid of 21th century over GHCM were also
examined. A regional climate model with 1-km resolution coupled with an urban canopy model
was adopted to downscale the future urban climate from three Global Climate Models (GCMs)
of Coupled Model Intercomparison Project Phase 5, for two Representative Concentration Path-
ways (RCP) 4.5 and 8.5, using pseudo-global warming method. These GCMs were selected
for that they have good performance on the current climate, as well as, they have projected
the lower, moderate, and higher future warming, respectively, for Vietnam region. Moreover,
sensitive simulations to investigate individual impacts of global warming alone and urbaniza-
tion alone were also conducted. The assemble average of downscaled results for RCP4.5 re-
vealed that, up to 2050s, the global warming accompanied with urbanization is expected to
raise monthly mean surface air temperature 1.6 and 1.8 ◦ C in the preexisting and new urban
areas of GHCM. For RCP8.5, these increases will be 2.0 and 2.2 ◦ C, respectively. To this total
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urban warming downscaled for RCP4.5, the future urbanization, individually, will contribute
15−30%, and 10−20% for RCP8.5, according to the results of the urbanization-sensitive sim-
ulation. The large contribution remaining will come from the impact of the global climate
change, according to the results of the global-warming-sensitive simulations. This study high-
lights strong linearity of temperature in response to the global climate change and urbanization,
i.e, total future urban warming by these two coupled effects is likely a linear combination of the
warming caused by individual ones. This finding implies that the temperature impact of these
two effects can be quantified by the separate sensitive simulations or vice versa.
Thirdly, the multi-layer urban canopy model (MUCM), coupled with ray-tracing scheme, as
well as, an one-way nesting system of MUCM with the WRF model were developed. The
performance of the MUCM was evaluated by the off-line run using measured atmospheric data
at Kugahara, Tokyo in September 2005. The one-way nesting run using the WRF output data of
Ho Chi Minh simulation was also conducted. The results show a good performance of MUCM
on air temperature within the urban canopy for both the off-line and the one-way nesting run.
In the one-way nesting run, the diurnal range of surface air temperature was well performed the
MUCM rather than that by the WRF coupled with a single layer canopy model. Furthermore,
the one-way nesting system was applied to examine UHI mitigation strategies provided for Ho
Chi Minh City. The simulated results revealed that applying a green roof is the most effective
way to mitigate UHI effect, when reducing nighttime air temperature about -0.25 ◦C. On the
other hand, applying thermal insulation can reduce the nighttime air temperature about -0.21
◦C, however, increase the daytime temperature about 0.7 ◦C.
Key words: urban heat island, Ho Chi Minh City, dynamical downscaling, pseudo-global
warming, weather and forecasting model, multi-layer urban canopy model.
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Studies on impacts of urbanization on the urban climate
Urbanization and industrialization improve our lives; however, they also play a multi-faceted
role in the climate change story. Apart from the adverse global impacts, urban climate effects, in
particular urban heat islands (UHI), have been garnering substantial attention in recent decades.
It is well known that the intensity of the UHI is strongly associated with urban size, urban
surface characteristics, anthropogenic heat release, topography, and meteorological conditions
(Oke, 1973; Oke 1982).
For the last several decades, extensive studies have been carried out not only to seek a funda-
mental mechanism of the UHI effect, but also to explore the impact of urbanization on the UHI
effect in cities with unique landscapes and histories of urbanization. For example, Kusaka et
al. (2000) have numerically simulated the changing sea breeze and daytime urban heat island
of the Tokyo metropolitan area due to land-use changes during an 85-year period (1900-1985).
Lo et al. (2007) have studied the effect of urban modification on the local circulation in China’s
Pearl River Delta region. Miao et al. (2009) have analyzed the characteristics of the UHI and
boundary layer structures in the Beijing area using the coupled WRF/Noah/UCM modelling
system. Shem et al. (2009) and Zhang et al. (2011) have studied the impact of urbanization on
the UHI effect in the American metropolitan areas of Atlanta and Washington-Baltimore.
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The other interest of urban-climate researcher is investigating urban climate in the relationship
with the future global warming issue. For example, Oleson et al. (2011) and McCarthy et al.
(2010) conducted climate simulations and examined the influences of urban geometry and an-
thropogenic heat emissions on UHI intensity, using general circulation models (GCMs) coupled
with an urban land surface scheme. Though such climate models have improved the representa-
tion of urban surfaces, their spatial resolution is too coarse to capture certain mesoscale features
of the UHI effects. The other approach was used is dynamical downscaling based on the use of
a high-resolution regional climate model.
Recently, Kusaka et al. (2012a, 2012b) and Adachi et al. (2012) used dynamical downscaling
approach to project future urban climate with 3-km resolution regional climate model coupled
with urban canopy model (Kusaka et al., 2001) under the SRES A1B scenario, for three largest
urban areas in Japan, Tokyo, Osaka and Nagoya to 2070s. Similarly, Argueso et al. (2014) and
Hamdi et al. (2014) used RCM-UCM coupled systems to investigate the future urban climate
for Sydney, Australia, and Brussels, Belgium, respectively.
It is obvious that, urban climate is not only influenced by global climate change, but also
can be modified by the local change mostly induced by urbanization. Although urbanization is
expected to be one of hot issues of humankind in this coming century besides global warming
issue, as the best knowledge of the authors, studies on impacts of these coupled global and local
effects on urban climate still less, if compared to that on past-time urban climate. And almost
of these studies have been focusing on cities in a mid-latitude developed countries. Especially,
there is still no studies addressed this issue for fast-growing cities in developing countries such
as in Southeast Asia region.
It should be a gap, knowing that almost future urbanization is expected to take place in de-
veloping countries. The urbanization-induced future urban-climate change appear to be more
significant in such region rather than in that of developed countries. As the stage of urban de-
velopment, the climate zones of cities in the region are different from those of earlier studies,
it is unlikely to apply the conclusions of previous studies for the cities in developing countries.
Therefore, studies on future urban climate of cities in developing countries are needed not only
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for academic reason, but also for that almost cities in such region are vulnerable to climate
change due to the lack of sustainable infrastructure that can cope with climate change, than
well-organized cities in the developed world.
1.2 Urban climate studies for the case of Ho Chi Minh City
The Greater Ho Chi Minh (GHCM) City, Vietnam’s largest metropolitan area,including the
core urban of Ho Chi Minh City (HCM) and various satellite cities and towns in seven surround-
ing provinces. Since the late 1980s, the region has been undergoing rapid urbanization accom-
panied by high population growth and a continuing influx of migrants, which has significantly
changed the urban landscape. However, there has not been sufficient research investigating the
impact of such processes on local climate change, particularly the UHI effects on this region.
A statistical analytical study conducted by Luong (2008a) showed that, over the past 20 years
(1987 - 2006), the average air temperature in HCM City was observed to rise 0.6 oC, the double
of the average 0.3 oC increasing rate in the rural part of Mekong Delta region. This study
implied impact of urbanization on the warming of urban areas. However, the lack of monitoring
meteorological data in high-density is a major obstacle for studying the spatial structure of the
heat island phenomenon. On the other hand, Tran et al. (2006) used a remote sensing method
to monitor the UHI in the region and revealed that the warming of the inner core of HCM City
is considerably higher (up to 10 oC) than that of the surrounding rural areas in terms of surface
temperature.
In addition, Luong (2008b) tried to simulate the UHI effect on the region using a mesoscale
meteorological model. This study has provided the primary contributions to investigating the
urban climate of HCM City from the perspective of numerical simulation. However, there are
some limitations in Luong’s study (2008b). First, this study focuses only on the UHI effect for a
week, so this did not provide much information from a climatological perspective. Second, this
study only focused on central HCM City within its administrative boundaries; therefore, this
does not consider the change of suburban areas in GHCM. Third, the study does not consider
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the temporal evolution of the urban landscape.
1.3 Urban canopy models
During the last several decades, a number of approaches for modeling the dynamic and ther-
modynamic effects of urban areas on the atmosphere was introduced. One of these methods
is a Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) model that explicitly represents the effects of each
urban structure on the atmosphere. However, these models are very computationally expensive.
In contrast to such fine-scale CFD modeling, the simpler approaches are developed to repre-
sent the bulk effects of urban on the mesoscale processes. The simplest approach is to adopt
a land surface model (LSM) so that it could represent the urban environment as an impervious
slab. For example, one can increase the roughness length of urban surfaces to represent the drag
from buildings, or decrease albedo to account for the existence of asphalt pavements. However,
LSMs have a limitation, for example, it may underestimates the nocturnal cooling (Kusaka et
al. 2001; Zehnder 2002; Kusaka and Kimura 2004a)
Other methods, called Urban Canopy Models (UCM), were developed to represent a more
complex process associated with the existence of buildings. These methods represent the model
grid-cell-averaged effect of the building structures on the dynamics and thermal dynamics, but
individual buildings and street canyon are not explicitly represented. Single-layer urban canopy
models have been developed (e.g., Kusaka et al., 2001, Lemonsu and Masson 2002; Rozoff et
al. 2003; Chen et al. 2004; Chen et al. 2006). Kusaka and Kimura coupled their urban canopy
model with a simple mesoscale model (2004a). Lemonsu and Masson (2002) simulated the heat
island circulation over Paris, France, using the mesoscale model with their urban canopy model-
Town Energy Balance (TEB). Chen et al. (2006), Kusaka et al. (2009), Lin et al. (2008), and
Miao et al. (2009) have successfully simulated an urban heat island effect in Houston, Tokyo,
Taipei and Beijing using the Weather Research and Forecasting model (WRF) coupled with
single-layer UCM.
A multilayer urban canopy model (MUCM) considers urban geography as numerous layers
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and solves the physical process at each layer. There are number of MUCM introduced in pre-
vious studies (e.g., Kondo and Liu 1998; Brown 2000; Hagishima et al. 2001; Vu et al. 2002;
Martilli et al. 2002; Dupont et al. 2004; Otte et al. 2004; Chin et al. 2005; Kondo et al.
2005). Previous studies of the MUCM involved one-way nesting (e.g., Roulet et al. 2005;
Ohashi et al. 2007), idealized simulation (Martilli 2002, 2003), and coupling between MUCM
and mesoscale meteorological model (Martilli et al. 2003; Dupont et al. 2004; Otte et al.
2004). The determination of geometric view factor and shading is important part of UCMs in
representing the radiation trapping effects inside an urban. Usually, the geometric factors are
analytically calculated from the height and width of buildings and a road.
1.4 Purposes of this study
A purpose of the present study is, first, to numerically examine impacts of the multidecadal
urbanization on the UHI over the Greater Ho Chi Minh City area, since the late 1980s using
dynamical downscaling approach with high-resolution weather research and forecasting (WRF)
model coupled to the single-layer urban canopy model.
Second, this study aims to numerically examine the climate response to coupled effects of
future global warming and local urbanization over greater Ho Chi Minh City to 2050s by using
pseudo-global warming method. The impacts of future urbanization and global warming are
quantified and the relationship between two such global and local factors on the change in
urban climate is also clarified.
Third, this study aims to develop a multi-layer urban canopy model and one-way nesting
system with the WRF model. The difference of the MUCM presented in this study from another
ones in previous studies is incorporating a ray-tracing method to calculate geometric view factor
and shadow on urban facets. The MUCM and its one-way nesting system with WRF is then
applied to examine UHI mitigation strategies for GHCM’s case.
This study tries to advance the broader dialogue about urban climate, urban climate change
under the impacts of global warming. This first attempt to address such issues for a big city in
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Southeast Asia region. In addition, for the future urban climate downscaling, the results from
multiple GCMs of CMIP 5 were used. To the best knowledge of the authors, urban climate
projections with the new RCP greenhouse gas emission scenario have not been performed. Fur-
thermore, though the dynamic downscaling approach has been used to project the future climate
for the Vietnam region (Ngo-Duc et al., 2012; Ngo-Duc et al., 2014), however its resolution was
about 20 - 40 km. The future-climate dynamical downscaling using 1-km resolution RCM has
never used in the urban climate study of Vietnamese cities.
1.5 Structure of this dissertation
The structure of this study is as follows: Chapter 2 will give a brief introduction to GHCM;
Chapter 3 will describe the methodology and materials used. In chapter 4, simulated results of
impacts of last 20-year urbanization will be presented and discussed. Chapter 5 is an investiga-
tion of the impacts of future urbanization as well as future climate projection. A development of
a multilayer urban canopy model as well as its application to examine UHI mitigation strategies
for future Ho Chi Minh City will be described in Chapter 6. A summary and conclusions are
given in the last chapter.
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Chapter 2
STUDY AREA
2.1 Overview of Greater Ho Chi Minh City
Ho Chi Minh City (HCMC), Vietnamese Thanh pho Ho Chi Minh, also known as Saigon, is
located in the south-eastern part of Vietnam. The city lies along the Saigon River to the north
of Mekong delta, about 80 km from the Eastern Vietnamese Sea. The region is flat in the south
and west, gradually getting higher in the east and northeast. The south-east part is adjacent to
the sea.
Founded in 1698 as a small town with only 10.000 people, the city now has a 300-year history.
For the time being, this is considered to be one of the most dynamic areas of the country - a
cultural and economic center of the South of Vietnam. Since the late 1980s, when the country
conducted a series of social and economic reforms called the Doi Moi policy, which abandoned
a centrally planned economic model in favor of a market-oriented economic model, remarkable
changes have spread throughout the country. The southeastern region, with its urban core of Ho
Chi Minh City, emerged as the center of these changes. Fueled by increasing investment and
industrialization, the economy has experienced two-digit growth percentages per year for a long
time. Work opportunities were followed by large numbers of immigrants. Population explosion
induced expansion of the urban area and increased energy needs for living and manufacturing.
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Located at 1049’N, 10640’E, the city has a tropical savanna climate, according to the Koppen
classification. The year is divided into two distinct seasons. The rainy season, with an average
rainfall of about 1,800 mm annually (about 150 rainy days per year), usually begins in May and
ends in late November. The dry season lasts from December to April. The average temperature
is 28 ◦C; the highest average air temperature reaches 29.2 oC in April, while the lowest falls
below 26 ◦C in December and January.
2.2 Urbanization in Greater Ho Chi Minh City
HCMC is going to be expanded mostly to the northeast. The green areas is being devel-
oped to ensure that the average green area per person would be 4 m2/person in the old urban
areas and 17 m2/person in newly-developed urban areas. Green belt at surrounding rivers and
mangrove forest at Can Gio district, other forests at Cu Chi and Binh Chanh are considered as
major projects. The average land area for each person is projected as 100 m2/person, among
which 20-22 m2 is for transportation, 10-15 m2 for green area and 5m2/person for public in-
frastructures. The factories are going to be removed to the suburbs and encouraged to equip
with modern technology to reduce the pollutant emission. The environment reservation is an
important mission in the future urban plan.
Many previous studies on the urban climate of HCM City defined the urban areas of HCM
City according to its administrative borders. However, this was unsatisfactory, given that the city
is just one part of a larger urban area beyond its administrative boundaries. Therefore, in this
study, the study area was defined as the entire area of Greater Ho Chi Minh City’s metropolitan
area that covers HCM City and the surrounding satellite cities and towns in seven provinces: Ba
Ria-Vung Tau, Dong Nai, Binh Duong, Binh Phuoc, Tay Ninh, Long An, and Tien Giang. By
the end of 2009, the GHCM had a total area of 30,404 square kilometers with a radius of 150 −
200 km, and the population of the region had reached more than17 million (General Statistics
Office of Vietnam, 2009). During the period 1989 − 1999, the population grows around 0.09
million people/year. As the urban industrialization is pushed up, the variation of city population
would mostly depend on the migrating of those who wish to look for a better job in the indus-
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trial centers. For 20 years from 1989 to 2009, the population of GHCM has increased by half,
while the population of HCM City seems to have doubled in the same time (Table 2.1).
Table 2.1: Change in population during the last 20 years. The data from General Statistical Office of
Vietnam in 2009
Total Area
(km2)
Population (thousand persons)
1989 1999 2009
Greater Ho Chi Minh City metropolis 30,132 11,056 13,138 17,258
Ho Chi Minh City (Core-city) 1,950 3,934 5,073 7,196
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Figure 2.1: Location and topography of Greater Ho Chi Minh City metropolitan area (GHCM). The
region is located in Southeast part of Vietnam, adjacent to the Vietnamese Eastern sea, with topography
lower in the southwest.
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Figure 2.2: Hythergraphth of Ho Chi Minh City. Columns represent the monthly accumulated precip-
itation; the line with circle markers shows the monthly mean temperature. The region has two distinct
seasons: one is dry season continuing from November to the beginning of May, the another is rainy
season continuing from the end pf May to October. The warmest month in a year is April when the mean
temperature can reach nearly 30 ◦C.
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Chapter 3
DATA AND METHODOLOGY
3.1 Dynamical downscaling approach
The dynamic downscaling approach was adopted to simulate the regional meteorological con-
ditions over GHCM. A used was the Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) model V3.1.1
(Skamarock et al.., 2008) coupled with single layer canopy model (UCM) (Kusaka and Kimura,
2000). Although the dynamic downscaling approach has been used to simulate and project the
climate of Vietnam region with 20 - 40 km resolution RCM (Ngo-Duc et al.., 2012; Ngo-Duc et
al.., 2014), it has never used in the urban climate study of Vietnamese cities with high resolution
RCM.
3.1.1 WRF model and single layer UCM
The WRF model is a next-generation mesoscale numerical weather prediction system de-
signed for both atmospheric research and operational forecasting needs. It features two dynam-
ical cores, a data assimilation system, and a software architecture facilitating parallel compu-
tation and system extensibility. The model serves a wide range of meteorological applications
across scales from tens of meters to thousands of kilometers. The effort to develop WRF be-
gan in the latter part of the 1990’s and was a collaborative partnership principally among the
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National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR), the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration (represented by the National Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) and
the (then) Forecast Systems Laboratory (FSL)), the Air Force Weather Agency (AFWA), the
Naval Research Laboratory, the University of Oklahoma, and the Federal Aviation Administra-
tion (FAA) of USA.
WRF can generate atmospheric simulations using real data (observations, analyses) or ide-
alized conditions. WRF offers operational forecasting a flexible and computationally-efficient
platform, while providing recent advances in physics, numerics, and data assimilation con-
tributed by developers across the very broad research community. WRF is currently in op-
erational use at NCEP, AFWA, and other centers. The WRF system contains two dynami-
cal solvers, referred to as the ARW (Advanced Research WRF) core and the NMM (Non-
hydrostatic Mesoscale Model) core. The ARW has been largely developed and maintained by
the MMM Laboratory. The NMM core was developed by the National Centers for Environmen-
tal Prediction, and its user support is provided by the Developmental Testbed Center.
For solving surface physics process, the Noah land-surface model (Chen and Dudhia, 2001)
coupled with a single-layer urban canopy model (UCM) (Kusaka et al.., 2001; Kusaka and
Kimura, 2004) were used. The UCM is useful to represent the surface physics process on
urban surface, because it considers the urban geometry as well as anthropogenic heat release.
For example, the UCM parameterizes urban geometry as two-dimensional street canyon with
rooftops,walls, and road, then solves the heat budget on each surface. It is a simple way, if
compare with multi-layer urban surface models in the WRF, such as BEP (Martilli et al.., 2002)
or BEM (Salamanca et al.., 2010), which consider urban geometry in a more sophisticated way.
However, this simplification of urban geometry suggests that the UCM would be effective in
the sense of reducing computational cost, especially, for climate dynamical downscaling. In
addition, the UCM enables to include the anthropogenic heat release, which is not explicitly
represented in the multi-layer models.
Despite of simple urban geometry, the Noah/UCM coupled within WRF has been successfully
applied to simulate regional climate as well as urban heat island phenomena in various major
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metropolitan regions (e.g. Beijing, New York City, Sidney, Taipei, Tokyo, and Washington-
Baltimore). Its performance was evaluated against surface observations, atmospheric sound-
ings, and precipitation data (e.g. Holt and Pullen, 2007; Lin et al.., 2008; Mao et al.., 2009;
Zhang et al.., 2011; Kusaka et al.., 2012a; Kusaka et al.., 2012b; Argueso et al.., 2014).
Furthermore, in this study, the WRF/UCM was modified to serve two purposes. One is to
represent urban effects in areas of small urban fraction (urban fraction refers to a fraction of an
urban area to a total area of a grid cell); the other is to include 2-dimensional anthropogenic heat
release in the UCM. In the original UCM, the UCM is used only if a dominant land use in a grid
cell is urban land use. However, if the fraction of urban land use is relatively small compared
with that of other land use, the dominant land use category will be classified as non-urban.
Consequently, urban effects in such areas will be neglected.
Nevertheless, the modified UCM was designed to include the urban effects for grid cells of
small urban fraction. It is because the modified UCM considers two kinds of land-use sub-tiles
for all grid cells: one was urban, and the other was the most dominant non-urban land use in a
grid cell. The values of heat fluxes, mixing ratio or surface temperature from each grid cell were
calculated by an area-weighted average of the values of the two sub-tiles in the grid cell. These
values were calculated by the UCM for the urban tile and by the Noah land-surface model for
the non-urban sub-tiles.
3.1.2 Pseudo global warming method
A General Circulation Model (GCM) is used to project the climate change induced by in-
creasing of anthropogenic greenhouse gases. However, with low horizontal resolution, i.e.,
about 100 − 300km, a GCM is still not enough to predict the change in regional climate, such
as at the scale of cities. A different approach, downscaling the output of GCMs using Regional
Climate Model (RCM), may arrow to estimate regional climate change. However, there are still
problems in this method. Generally, one of the largest difficulties in the downscale process, is
the bias of GCMs, especially shift of a regional scale climate system may give a serious error
in the nested model (Wang et al., 2004). To avoid this difficulty, a new kind of downscaling
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called PGW (Pseudo Global Warming) method was developed by Kimura and Kitod (2007). In
PGW method, the boundary conditions for a RCM are assumed to be a linear coupling of the
present-day reanalysis data and the global climate change increments produced by GCMs. This
assumption can be valid when the change of the global warming is small enough thus allowing
to neglect the nonlinear interaction between the climate change and the inter-annual variation
of the regional climate systems (Kimura and Kitoh, 2007).
Figure 3.2 shows a flow chart of PGW downscaling method. Reanalysis data are provided
every 6 hours and are assumed as a boundary condition of the RCM. In the RCM, the reanalysis
data are further interpolated for every time step when RCM simulates the current climate. In the
PGW downscaling method, two data sets of monthly climate are obtained from GCMs. One is
for the current and the another is for future climate. The difference of them is considered as the
climate change components caused by the increase in anthropogenic greenhouse gases forcing.
These climate change components are added to the present-day 6-hour reanalysis data to make
the pseudo future climate boundary conditions for RCMs.
The advantages of the PGW method is possibility to estimate climate difference between
future and current time without numerous number of simulations (Kimura and Kitoh, 2007).
This method could exclude a model bias, as well as, an inter-annual uncertainty produced by
GCMs (Kawase et al., 2008; Adachi et al., 2012). Besides, the method has a limitation, e.g., this
cannot adequately capture potential changes in the daily or inter-annual variability of the climate
system. This fact has to be kept in mind when analyzing and interpreting the downscaling results
obtained by this method.
3.2 Land use/cover classification method
Generally, the electromagnetic energy reaching the earth’s surface with different materials
is reflected in different ways. This nature has usefulness in classifying the categories of the
earth’s surface land use/cover (LUC) using the remote sensing images. The LUC of GHCM
was estimated from Landsat satellite images using Maximum likelihood supervised classifica-
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tion method. Overall, the Maximum likelihood classification assumes that the statistics for each
class in each band are normally distributed and calculates the probability that a given pixel be-
longs to a specific class. Each pixel is assigned to the class that has the highest probability (that
is, the maximum likelihood). In this study, the maximum likelihood supervised classification
toolbar introduced at ArcGIS 10 software was used. The process of classification is described
as below.
First, Creating training samples, find areas that have a relatively uniform appearance on the
image, use the drawing tools from the Image Classification toolbar to create training sample.
Second, Generating a signature file, once the training samples are ready, create the signature file
by clicking the Create-signature-file button then save these as a signature file. Next, Executing
the Maximum Likelihood Classification tool, execute the Maximum Likelihood Classification
tool on the Image Classification toolbar to classify the image. Note that to execute this tool, the
signature file created in previous step should be used as the input signature file. Final, Obtaining
final results , also known as post-classification processing, the classified map often needs further
processing to clean up the random noises improve the quality of the output.
3.3 Estimation of anthropogenic heat releases
3.3.1 Average anthropogenic heat flux
Anthropogenic heat produced by human activities is one contributor to the urban heat is-
land. In fact, anthropogenic heat flux varies spatially and temporally (diurnally, seasonally, and
yearly). Sources include the heat generated by the combustion process of vehicles, heat created
by industrial processes, the conduction of heat through building walls or emitted directly into
the atmosphere by air-conditioning systems, and metabolic heat produced by humans. This
study adopted a model based upon a simple portioning of the sources of the anthropogenic heat
flux (Sailor and Lu, 2004; Allen et al., 2011):
QF = QV +QB +QM(W/m
2) (3.1)
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Here QV is sensible heat release from transportation; QV is heat release from buildings via the
use of electric equipment such as air conditioners and lighting; QM is human metabolic heat
release. To calculate the total anthropogenic heat flux, the top-down approach was used. The
degree of AH released at each model grid cell depends on the use of energy such as gasoline,
electricity, liquid gas, etc. and the population density at this grid cell. First, the annual average
per capita data of gasoline, electricity, and liquid gas consumption in HCM City and the pop-
ulation density for districts and counties of GHCM were collected from the General Statistics
Office of Vietnam. Then, the annual average per capita of gasoline, electricity, and liquid gas
consumption (after conversion to the heat flux amount) was multiplied by the population den-
sity for each model grid cell to calculate at each model grid cell. On the other hand, metabolic
heat emissions were determined using an assumption of an average human metabolic rate as
100 W/person (Sailor and Lu, 2004).
It should be noted that the estimated AH means the annual average value. It was used in this
study for April for two reasons: the monthly average data were not accessible; and the seasonal
variation of the AH mainly comes from the change in electricity use (e.g. air conditioners),
supposing that energy for transportation, lightning, etc., do not change throughout the year.
Unlike cities in temperate regions, seasonal temperature differences in GHCM are not so large;
it was possible to suppose that the AH value in April is not so different from its annual average
value.
3.3.2 Diurnal variation of AH release
In addition, the diurnal variation of the AH was determined as the weighted average of its
three components (metabolic heat, building heat, and vehicle heat emissions). The diurnal vari-
ation of metabolic heat emissions was determined based on an assumption of an average human
metabolic rate as 100 W/person: 75 W/person when sleep (between 23:00 and 5:00) and 175
W/person in the daytime (between 7:00 and 21:00) (Sailor and Lu, 2004). The diurnal varia-
tion of building heat emission was determined based on survey data on hourly use of electrical
appliances of Vietnamese households and commercial consumers (offices, shops, restaurants,
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hotels, hospitals and schools) (VEESL, 2012). The diurnal variation of vehicle heat emission
was determined based on traffic inventory data on the roads of Ho Chi Minh City provided by
Ho (2012).
3.4 Meteorological observational data
In this study, meteorological data were used to evaluate a performance of the model. The data
were collected from seven weather stations of the Hydro-Meteorological Data Center (HMDC)
of Vietnam. These stations are located within the GHCM. Among those, the TSH station is
located in the center of GHCM; whereas, other stations are located in surrounding areas. Among
seven stations, two stations, i.e., Tan Son Hoa (TSH) and Bien Hoa (BH) are located in urban
areas; TSH is located in Ho Chi Minh City and BH is located in Bien Hoa city in Dong Nai
province. The meteorological data involved surface air temperature, relative humidity, wind
speed and direction. On the other hand, wind from all stations was 4-time-a-day day (i.e, 0100,
0700, 1300, and 1900 LST).
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Table 3.1: List of weather stations. The meteorological data were collected from seven ground-based
weather stations, located surroundings Ho Chi Minh city. Among them, two stations are in urban areas,
i.e., Tan Son Hoa and Bien Hoa, the other five stations are in the rural areas.
Index Station name Abbreviation Longitude
(oE)
Latitude
(oN)
Elevation
(m)
LUC type
1 Tan Son Hoa (TSH) 106.68 10.80 5 Urban
2 Xuan Loc (XL) 107.23 10.85 217 Forest
3 Dong Phu (DP) 106.90 11.53 92 Cropland
4 My Tho (MT) 106.37 10.35 1 Cropland
5 Vung Tau (VT) 107.08 10.33 15 Cropland
6 Bien Hoa (BH) 106.82 10.95 17 Urban
7 Tay Ninh (TN) 106.10 11.32 21 Cropland
Figure 3.1: The flow chart of the Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) model. The model includes
the WRF pre-processing system and several dynamics and physics cores allowing both meteorological
research and weather prediction. (http://www2.mmm.ucar.edu/wrf/users/model.html)
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Figure 3.2: Illustration of dynamical downscaling by pseudo global warming method (PGW). The PGW
method allows to make the future pseudo climate conditions by adding future-present climate differences,
estimated by a GCM, to 6-hour reanalysis data in present-time. The future pseudo climate conditions
then are then dynamically downscaled by a RCM to project the future climate at a regional scale.
Figure 3.3: Intuitive view of future-present climate differences estimated by a GCM. The figure shows
the temporal change in temperature anomaly (from the present-time climate) from the past 100 years up
to 2100s, estimated by a GCM. temporal variability of temperature The PGW method considers only the
future-present differences rather than the absolute values of future and present climate. This thinking
make the PGW method’s ability in reducing the biases of GCMs.
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Figure 3.4: Spectral reflectance characteristics of common earth surface materials (source:
http://www.seos-project.eu/). Generally, the electromagnetic energy reaching the earth’s surface with
different materials is reflected in different ways. This nature has usefulness in classifying the categories
of the earth’s surface land-cover using the remote sensing images
Figure 3.5: Flow of Maximum likelihood supervised classification. This figure shows an example of
applying the Maximum Likelihood method to classify LUC in the case of Ho Chi Minh City. The top-
left figure shows the original Landsat image; the classified LUC map is shown in the bottom-right figure.
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Figure 3.6: Flow chart of anthropogenic heat (AH) flux. Total AH flux from a grid cell is calculated
as the sum of three sources: from human metabolism, from transportations by using gasoline, and from
buildings by using electricity equipments such as lightings and air conditioners. The diurnal profile of
an AH release from each source was estimated separately, and the diurnal profile of total AH calculated
as the weight-average of its components.
Figure 3.7: Location of ground-based weather stations in GHCM. The red-circle marks indicate the
stations located in urban areas. The yellow-circle marks indicate the stations located in surrounding rural
areas
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Chapter 4
IMPACTS OF PAST URBANIZATION
ON URBAN CLIMATE
4.1 Introduction
For the last several decades, extensive studies have been carried out not only to seek a funda-
mental mechanism of the UHI effect, but also to explore the impact of urbanization on the UHI
effect in cities with unique landscapes and histories of urbanization. For example, Kusaka et
al. (2000) have numerically simulated the changing sea breeze and daytime urban heat island
of the Tokyo metropolitan area due to land-use changes during an 85-year period (1900-1985).
Lo et al. (2007) have studied the effect of urban modification on the local circulation in China’s
Pearl River Delta region. Miao et al. (2009) have analyzed the characteristics of the UHI and
boundary layer structures in the Beijing area using the coupled WRF/Noah/UCM modelling
system. Shem et al. (2009) and Zhang et al. (2011) have studied the impact of urbanization on
the UHI effect in the American metropolitan areas of Atlanta and Washington-Baltimore.
The Greater Ho Chi Minh (GHCM) City, Vietnam’s largest metropolitan area,including the
core urban of Ho Chi Minh City (HCM) and various satellite cities and towns in seven surround-
ing provinces. Since the late 1980s, the region has been undergoing rapid urbanization accom-
panied by high population growth and a continuing influx of migrants, which has significantly
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changed the urban landscape. However, there has not been sufficient research investigating the
impact of such processes on local climate change, particularly the UHI effects on this region.
A statistical analytical study conducted by Luong (2008a) showed that, over the past 20 years
(1987 - 2006), the average air temperature in HCM City was observed to rise 0.6 oC, the double
of the average 0.3 oC increasing rate in the rural part of Mekong Delta region. This study
implied impact of urbanization on the warming of urban areas. However, the lack of monitoring
meteorological data in high-density is a major obstacle for studying the spatial structure of the
heat island phenomenon. On the other hand, Tran et al. (2006) used a remote sensing method
to monitor the UHI in the region and revealed that the warming of the inner core of HCM City
is considerably higher (up to 10 oC) than that of the surrounding rural areas in terms of surface
temperature.
In addition, Luong (2008b) tried to simulate the UHI effect on the region using a mesoscale
meteorological model. This study has provided the primary contributions to investigating the
urban climate of HCM City from the perspective of numerical simulation. However, there are
some limitations in Luong’s study (2008b). First, this study focuses only on the UHI effect for a
week, so this did not provide much information from a climatological perspective. Second, this
study only focused on central HCM City within its administrative boundaries; therefore, this
does not consider the change of suburban areas in GHCM. Third, the study does not consider
the temporal evolution of the urban landscape.
A purpose of this chapter is, first, to numerically examine impacts of the multidecadal urban-
ization on the UHI over the Greater Ho Chi Minh City area, since the late 1980s using dynami-
cal downscaling approach with high-resolution weather research and forecasting (WRF) model
coupled to the single-layer urban canopy model.
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4.2 Methodology
4.2.1 Multi-decadal LUC data
Land-use/cover conditions play an important role in the performance of the heat flux (both
latent and sensible) exchange process between the surface and the atmosphere above. In the
GHCM case, there was a large amount of agricultural land changing to built-up urban area due
to rapid urbanization during the last two decades. To simulate the urban climate corresponding
to each stage of urbanization, the correct LUC data set that captured the rapid evolution of the
urban landscape is necessary.
Here, three time points were chosen: 1989, 1999, and 2009; and remote sensing images
of the Landsat satellite with a spatial resolution of 30 m x 30 m were used to classify the
LUC distribution. To simplify, we have focused on only three types of land use: built-up land,
water bodies, and other lands. Prior to analysis, here we have defined built-up land as ” urban,
residential, industrial, and institutional areas; roads, concrete structures, and other paved areas.”
The satellite images were classified using the maximum likelihood supervised classification
method with ArcGIS software (ESRI, 2012). The process was aided by ground truth and other
ancillary data. Accuracy assessment is the process of comparing the classified results to any
geographical data used as references that are assumed to be true (Richards and Jia, 1999). The
estimated results then were overlaid on a database of the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) land-
use/cover system used in the WRF model.
4.2.2 Multidecadal anthropogenic heat release datasets
Anthropogenic heat produced by human activities is one contributor to the urban heat is-
land. In fact, anthropogenic heat flux varies spatially and temporally (diurnally, seasonally, and
yearly). Sources include the heat generated by the combustion process of vehicles, heat created
by industrial processes, the conduction of heat through building walls or emitted directly into
the atmosphere by air-conditioning systems, and metabolic heat produced by humans. This
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study adopted a model based upon a simple portioning of the sources of the anthropogenic heat
flux (Sailor and Lu, 2004; Allen et al., 2011)
To calculate the total anthropogenic heat flux, the top-down approach was used. The degree
of AH released at each model grid cell depends on the use of energy such as gasoline, electric-
ity, liquid gas, etc. and the population density at this grid cell. First, the annual average per
capita data of gasoline, electricity, and liquid gas consumption in HCM City and the population
density for districts and counties of GHCM were collected from the General Statistics Office
of Vietnam. Then, the annual average per capita of gasoline, electricity, and liquid gas con-
sumption (after conversion to the heat flux amount) was multiplied by the population density
for each model grid cell to calculate at each model grid cell. On the other hand, metabolic
heat emissions were determined using an assumption of an average human metabolic rate as100
W/person (Sailor and Lu, 2004).
It should be noted that the estimated AH means the annual average value. It was used in this
study for April for two reasons: the monthly average data were not accessible; and the seasonal
variation of the AH mainly comes from the change in electricity use (e.g. air conditioners),
supposing that energy for transportation, lightning, etc., do not change throughout the year.
Unlike cities in temperate regions, seasonal temperature differences in GHCM are not so large;
it was possible to suppose that the AH value in April is not so different from its annual average
value.
In addition, the diurnal variation of the AH was determined as the weighted average of its
three components (metabolic heat, building heat, and vehicle heat emissions). The diurnal vari-
ation of metabolic heat emissions was determined based on an assumption of an average human
metabolic rate as 100 W/person: 75 W/person when sleep (between 23:00 and 5:00) and 175
W/person in the daytime (between 7:00 and 21:00) (Sailor and Lu, 2004). The diurnal varia-
tion of building heat emission was determined based on survey data on hourly use of electrical
appliances of Vietnamese households and commercial consumers (offices, shops, restaurants,
hotels, hospitals and schools) (VEESL, 2012). The diurnal variation of vehicle heat emission
was determined based on traffic inventory data on the roads of Ho Chi Minh City provided by
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Ho (2012).
4.2.3 Numerical-experiment design
The model configurations are summarized in Table 4.1 The model’s domains were a nested
system of 4 grids with spatial resolutions of 27 km, 9 km, 3 km, and 1 km. Besides, 35 vertical
levels were determined. The initial and boundary conditions were created from Final opera-
tional global analysis data (NCEP/FNL) obtained from the National Centers for Environmental
Prediction (NCEP, 2000). The simulation period has been from 25-March 00:00 to 01-May
00:00 UTC since 2009 - 2011. The simulated results from 01-April 00:00 to 30-April 23:00
LST for 2009 - 2011 were used for analysis.
Four simulations were conducted in this study based on four urban cases: U09, U99, and U89,
and LUC09 AH89 (Table 4.2). The urban cases were determined according to land-use/cover
(LUC) and anthropogenic heat (AH) release conditions. The urban cases U09, U99, and U89
mean LUC and AH circa 2009, circa 1999, and circa 1989, respectively. On the other hand,
urban case LUC09 AH89 means the LUC circa 2009, however, with AH circa 1989. Despite
of different urban situations, climate boundary conditions were fixed at the current time (April
of 2009 - 2011), using NCEP/FNL data sets.
4.2.4 Changes in LUC and AH
As mentioned in the first section, one of the goals of this study involves quantifying the
evolution of the region’s urban landscape since the late 1980s. Major trends of urbanization
over time are characterized below.
Figure 4.3 illustrates the change in an urban fraction, urban categories, and anthropogenic
heat releases over the GHCM area during 1989 - 2009. The urban fraction was defined as
the fraction of an urban area per total area of the model grid cell (domain 04: 1 km x 1 km).
Circa 1989, an urban area was 329.2 km2; this increased to 507.7 km2circa 1999 and 953.5
km2circa 2009. Thus, a total area of 624.2 km2 has been converted to urban land for this 20
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years. Concurrently, almost 6 million people have moved into the region, thus bringing the total
population to nearly 17 million (General Statistics Office of Vietnam, 2009). Most of the urban
expansion occurred in the east and northeast parts of the study area. During the first period
(1989 - 1999), urban expansion was almost exclusively contiguous to HCM City. Meanwhile,
in the later period (1999 - 2009), a new urban area tended to be patchier and disconnected from
HCM City.
Several factors might explain these trends. Since the early 1990s, when the process of opening
the economy was accelerated, industrial zones have been implemented throughout the GHCM
region that are designed to draw foreign investment. These zones are concentrated in the Dong
Nai and Binh Duong provinces (northern portion of the study area). Not surprisingly, these
areas have the highest rates and amounts of both land and population changes. The investments
accompanied by expansion of the industrial zones grew stronger in the 2000s than they had been
in the 1990s. These explain why the urbanization process was faster in the later period.
On the other hand, the change in an urban fraction means the spatial distribution of urban land
categories would change, since urban land categories were determined according to the urban
fraction of a grid cell. In this study, urban land use was classified into three categories: urban
type 1, 2, and 3, which refers to a low residential area, a high intensity residential area, and a
commercial or office area, respectively. In other words, it will be urban type 1 if urban fraction
is 0.05 - 0.5, urban type 2 if urban fraction is 0.5 - 0.8, urban type 3 if urban fraction is more
than 0.8.
A measure for the overall classification accuracy can be derived by counting how many pixels
were classified the same in the satellite image and on the ground and dividing this by the total
number of pixels. Six hundred points within the GHCM were randomly chosen and compared
to ground truth data (from Google Earth). The accuracy was calculated as the fraction of the
number of the same points to the total number of selected points. The accuracy for estimating
results of 2009 LUC was 563/600 = 0.938.
Urban land use was classified into three categories according to urban fraction. An urban land
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category will be urban type 1 if urban fraction was 0.05 - 0.5, urban type 2 if urban fraction was
0.5 - 0.8, urban type 3 if urban fraction was more than 0.8.
Urban expansion and population growth lead to an increase in energy use in term of industrial
and human activities, thus causing an increase in anthropogenic heat release (Figure 4.3). Circa
2009, the average AH flux ranged from 2 W/m2 in suburban communities to 31 W/m2 in the
central districts of Ho Chi Minh City. The average AH increased by 2.8 times from circa 1989
due to population growth and the increase of energy consumption. On the other hand, the
diurnal cycle of the AH is shown in Figure 4.5. The maximum value reaches at around 1800
LST. This is because the electric usage trends to higher in evening than early morning, when
lighting and using other household equipment are more dominant rather than air conditioning.
4.3 Model validation
4.3.1 Surface air temperature and humidity
First, the model’s performance was evaluated by comparing simulated (WRF-U09) surface
air temperature (T2m), relative humidity (RH2m) with observed data. The validation of T2m and
RH2m were conducted for four weather stations: TSH, XL, DP, and MT. Among those, TSH is
located in the centre of Ho Chi Minh City; XL, DP, and MT are located to the east, the northeast,
and the southern part of the region. On the other hand, simulated results were extracted from
grid points nearest from the real location of the weather stations.
The monthly mean diurnal variations in April 2009 - 1011 of the simulated and observed
values were calculated and presented in Figure 4.7. In addition, the probability distribution
functions (PDF) of hourly simulated and observed data during the April 2009 - 2011 (24 x 30 x
3 = 2160 hours) were calculated and shown in Figure 4.8.
The results shown good agreement between simulated and observed T2m in terms of monthly
means. It was shown that the model was able to reproduce the diurnal variation as well as the
diurnal range of April mean T2m. The diurnal variation of RH2m was also successfully repro-
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duced; however, April mean RH2m was likely underestimated by the model. The probability
distributions of simulated T2m appeared to agree well with those of the observed data. Other-
wise, the probability distributions of simulated RH2m tended to lean to the left from those of the
observed.
The correlation coefficient and bias between simulated and observed data were calculated.
Overall, simulated results shown good correlation with the observed data for both T2m and
RH2m, as most correlation coefficients were greater than 0.82. The T2m biases of the simulated
versus observed values were relatively small, ranging from -0.53 to 0.17 oC, while the RH2m
biases ranged from -3.2 to -11.91%.
In addition,spatial distributions of the simulated (U09) and observed T2m were compared. The
model simulated the higher T2m in the center (HCM City) and in the eastern or north-eastern
parts (satellite cities), regarding to monthly mean and monthly mean values at 0700 LST. In
contrast, the model did not simulate clear differences in T2m between urban and rural areas at
1300 LST. On the other hand, spatial distributions of observed T2m (OBS) were also shown
to evaluate the model’s performance, however, with a limited number of weather stations (the
data from only 7 stations were used). In addition to that, the scatter plot of simulated versus
observed T2m was illustrated in Figure 4.10. The plot shows the correlation between the spatial
distributions of simulated and observed T2m for monthly mea, monthly mean at 0700 and 1300
LST.
4.3.2 Urban heat island intensity
The urban heat island intensity (UHII) was defined as the surface air temperature difference
between urban and rural placesis rural temperature. The important thing is how to select rep-
resentative urban and rural places, so that the difference between those can express the actual
effect of cities. In fact, it is not easy work due to the limitation of observed data, e.g. a limited
number of land-based stations. Furthermore, geographic factors, such as elevation, distance
from the sea, may influence on the observed temperature (Martin-Vide et al., 2015).
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In this study, T2m from TSH station located in central GHCM was assigned to the. Mean-
while, the was calculated by averaging the T2m from three stations: MT, XL, and DP, located
at 50 - 60 km from TSH. Due to different heights from sea level of the stations, T2m were cor-
rected regarding to elevation (with lapse rate -0.65oC /100 m). Calculated UHIIs for both the
simulated and observed values were shown in Figure 4.11.
The results showed that the simulated monthly mean hourly UHII reached the maximum of
1.69 and the minimum of -0.68 oC. Meanwhile, those of observed UHII were 1.54 and -0.60
oC. It suggested that the model could reproduce the diurnal range of monthly mean UHII, as
well as the probability distribution of hourly UHIIs. The model has fairly good performance
on UHII in night-time and early morning, estimating the time of maximum UHII at about 0500
LST. However, the model did not deal well with daytime UHII, that it estimated the minimum
UHII earlier observation. The influence of sea breeze is possibly being one factor that affects
the variation of daytime UHII, due to the location near to the sea of GHCM. The coming time
of sea breeze, estimated sooner or later by the model, would affect the variation of simulated air
temperature in its path. Given the fact that there were a limited number of stations, data from
which were used to calculate UHII, the incorrect estimation of air temperature at any station
would thus sensitively affect the results of UHII.
4.3.3 Surface wind
Due to the fact that GHCM is located near to the sea, the sea breeze is likely an important
factor that impacts the variation of daytime surface air temperature. Figure 4.12 shows the
spatial distributions of simulated and observed wind at 1300 and 1900 LST.
Here the characteristics of local wind were analysed by using observed wind-speed and
wind-direction data. These data were collected from seven land-based stations of Hydro-
Meteorological Data Center (HMDC) of Vietnam. The data are 4-time a day (0100, 0700, 1300,
and 1900 LST) for the study time: April 2009 - 2011. The analyses’ results highlighted that:
sea breeze developed and penetrated deeply inland during the daytime in April, thus blowing
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cool air from the sea into the land; whereas, land breeze did not appear to exist in the nighttime
and early morning.
The development of sea breeze could be seen from observation. It was likely that there was a
difference in direction and strength between the wind at stations near to the sea, e.g. VT, MT,
and TSH, and the wind at more inland stations, e.g. TN and DP, at 1300 LST. It was shown
that, at VT, MT, and TSH, the observed wind blew from the sea toward the land. Furthermore,
at 1900 LST, observed wind speeds became stronger at almost stations, and wind directions
shifted to onshore, e.g., at BH and TN. This change of observed wind implied that the sea
breeze has developed with time and penetrated as far as more than 100 km onshore at the end
of the afternoon.
In contrast, land breeze, supposed to occur during the evening and early morning, did not
appear to exist. Fig. 1a shows that the wind seemed to weaken at almost stations in the early
morning; however, there was not evident offshore wind. There was not clear tendency in wind
direction at this time.
The seasonal prevailing wind was probably responsible for these results. Here we used the
NCEP/FNL data to prove this statement. The using NCEP/FNL data can be understood as due
to lack of other valid data, since NCEP/FNL data cannot be considered as observed data. Figure
4.13 shows the spatial distribution of April mean wind at 850-hectopascal (hPa) pressure level
from NCEP/FNL. The illustration suggests that the April prevailing wind blew from the sea
toward the land, although, strictly speaking, the surface wind pattern deviates slightly (angles
20-30 o counterclockwise in an average) from the 850-hPa wind, mainly due to friction. This
onshore prevailing wind probably modified the local sea-land circulation, enhanced the inland
penetration of the sea breeze, as well as, resisted the formation of the possible land breeze.
Overall, the model tended to overestimate the wind speed of sea breeze.However, it appeared
to be able to reproduce the development of the sea-breeze. At 1300 LST, simulated sea-breeze
reached at the location corresponding to TSH, seemingly creating the sea-breeze front at 30 -
40 km from the sea coast. At 1900 LST, the simulated sea breeze appeared to dominate the
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whole region: the wind speed strengthened and wind direction in further inland areas shifted
to onshore direction. It demonstrates that the model likely performed well in terms of wind
direction; however, it overestimated wind speed, especially, the wind speed behind the sea-
breeze front.
The sea breeze was considered to impact the daytime variation of air temperature. When the
sea breeze blows cool air from the sea into the land, a rapid drop in temperature occurs just
behind the front of it. The spatially gradual cooling of air temperature could be seen at both
time points. Downwind area, which was less impacted by sea breeze, tended to cool down
slowly than the area nears to the sea in the afternoon.
4.4 Impacts of past urbanization
In this subsection, we will analyze the multidecadal variability of the UHI spatial structure
over the region and its association with the urbanization process. The comparison among simu-
lations was carried out to investigate the impact of urbanization on the changing climatological
temperature distribution.
The anomaly U09-U89, which was defined as the ”U09 run” minus the ”U89 run”, refers to
the impact of urbanization in 20 years (1989 - 2009). Similarly, the anomaly U99-U89 and U09-
U99 indicates the impact of urbanization in the first (1989 - 1999) and the last 10-year (1999 -
2009) period. On the other hand, the anomaly U09-LUC09 AH89 indicates the impact of AH
increase in 20 years. Figure 4.18 illustrates anomalies for the monthly average and Figure 4.19
for the monthly average at 0700 LST.
Simulated results showed noticeable changes, especially, in the monthly mean T2m and the
monthly mean T2m at 0700 LST during the last 20 years. Circa 1989 (U89 case), the UHI was
limited to the downtown part of Ho Chi Minh City. During the first 10 years, the expansion of
the UHI mainly occurred in sub-urban areas of Ho Chi Minh City. However, during the latter 10
years, the UHI expanded faster eastward and northeastward, beyond the administrative border
of the city. Circa 2009 (U09 case), the UHI occupied a large area, including newly-urbanized
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areas in neighboring provinces. The way of expansion of the UHI was closely associated with
the features of urbanization process mentioned earlier.
For 20 years, the changes in the monthly mean T2m were estimated to reach more than 1 oC in
the newly urbanized areas. These changes occurred mostly in the last period rather than in the
first one. Considerable changes can be seen in the monthly mean as well as the monthly mean at
0700 LST. But it was not seen in the monthly mean at 1300 LST. The contrast response between
T2m at 0700 LST and at 1300 LST can be explained by the high heat capacity of urban structures
that store more energy during the day and slowly release it during the night. This mechanism
is represented by the UCM to delay the response of the air temperature to the changing solar
radiation.
On the other hand, an additional factor that has been determined to increase the UHI inten-
sity at night is anthropogenic heat (Kusaka and Kimura, 2004). In this study, the difference
between U09 and LUC09 AH89 was examined to determine the contribution of the AH change
on the UHI. Simulated results show that significant change was not recognized between the
U09-LUC09 AH89. This suggested that the increase in AH for 20 years did not play an impor-
tant role in the development of the UHI’s structure and intensity in the case of GHCM.
Here, the WRF-simulated results at three grid points corresponding to the locations of the
TSH, BH, and MT weather stations were extracted for surveying. These weather stations were
chosen because they have different urbanization patterns. TSH is located in the central part of
Ho Chi Minh City, which had been largely urbanized before 1989. BH is located northeast of
TSH in an area that had been undergoing fast urbanization over time. On the other hand, MT is
located in the southern region, a little distance from the center of urban development. Table 4.3
shows changes of an urban fraction of these points in more detail.
Figure 4.20. illustrates the increasing rate of the monthly average of T2m at above three points.
Values at each point were lined up horizontally: (a) TSH, (b) BH, and (c) MT. The U09-U89,
U09-U99, and U99-U89 refer to the impacts of urbanization for 20-year, last and the first 10-
year periods, respectively. Meanwhile, U09-LUC09 AH89 indicates the impact of change in
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AH alone over 20 years.
Simulated results show that in spite of the complicated nonlinear properties of numerical cli-
mate modelling, the relationship between increasing rates of air temperature show strong linear
properties: U09-U99 plus U99-U89 is almost equivalent to U09-U89, i.e., the total increas-
ing rate during two time periods is equal to the sum of the increasing rate at each stage. The
impact of the AH increase is also plotted to approximate the contribution of the AH. At the
TSH station, although the LUC has not changed greatly, urbanization continues with increased
population due to the condensation on building construction, which leads to both increased
population density and energy usage.
Here, historical changes in observed data are also purposely used for comparison with WRF-
simulated results to approximate the contribution of urban development to real local climate
change. This is illustrated by a transparent column on the left side of the Figure 4.20. Unfor-
tunately, the historical data of only one station, TSH, was used in this study. The comparison
shows us that after 20 years in the TSH, calculation results indicate that temperatures rose by
about 0.31 oC; also at this location, the actual monitoring data show temperature increases of
approximately 0.64 oC from the late 1980s to the late 2000s. This calculation implies that
the influence of urbanization contributes about half with the rise of urban temperature stations
positioned in TSH.
Changes in the local climate induced by urbanization are closely related to changes in the
physical properties of the surface that alter the energy budget at the surface (Oke 1982). Figure
17 summarizes the diurnal behavior of the major terms of surface heat flux (sensible, latent,
and ground heat flux) for two cases of U09 and U89 and the anomaly of U09-U89. The most
significant change can be found in heat fluxes at the BH position Figure 17b. Latent heat flux
decreases during the day; however, at the same time, ground heat flux increases (the sign of
ground heat flux would be plus if it goes into the air and minus if it goes into the ground).
The decrease of latent heat flux can be explained by the increased urban fraction, i.e., con-
version from grass or agricultural land to urban structures can substantially depress surface
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evaporation and evapotranspiration. On the other hand, by virtue of their high thermal inertia,
urban structures act as giant reservoirs of heat energy; this explains the increased ground heat
flux. The thermal inertia of urban structures also indicates the reason the noon UHI effect is
not particularly strong. At night, however, the situation reverses; the absence of solar heating
causes the atmospheric convection to decrease, the urban boundary layer begins to stabilize, and
an inversion layer is formed. The ground heat flux releases heat back into the air and continues
until the sun appears again. At the BH position, the increased ground heat flux and decreased
latent heat flux at noon and the release of a ground-stored heat into the air beyond are key points
for explaining the changing air temperature behavior and the transformation of the UHI. The
similar trend was found in the TSH; however, no significant changes in heat flux were seen in
the MT position.
4.5 Summary
This chapter represents the first attempt to investigate the impact of urbanization on the UHI
over the fastest urbanizing metropolitan areas in Vietnam - the GHCM City metropolitan area
- using a climatological dynamic downscaling approach. Multidecadal (ca. 1989, ca. 1999,
and ca. 2009) LUC data sets were derived from Landsat-observed images, and AH release data
sets were estimated from statistical data. Such data sets were incorporated into high-resolution
WRF/UCM simulations, which were implemented with the fixed synoptic condition in April
2009-2011. The results of this study were analysed, and the main conclusions drawn are as
follows.
Agreement between simulated and observed data, e.g for both 2-m air temperature and hu-
midity, demonstrates the high possibility of the WRF/UCM in simulation of the UHI effect for
GHCM.
Simulated results show that urbanization in the last 20 years has significantly changed the UHI
effect over GHCM. In the first period, the UHI expanded to suburban HCM City. This process
was accelerated, especially in the 2000s, when the UHI covered a large area encompassing
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HCM City and neighbouring areas in the eastern and northern parts. This evolution of the UHI
was closely associated with features of urbanization.
The simulated results also implied that, in the case of GHCM, the main factor leading to the
evolution of the UHI was the alteration of the LUC rather than an increase in the AH release.
Analysis of the surface heat budget highlighted that conversion from grass and agricultural
land to urban structures induced increased thermal inertia and decreased evaporation and evap-
otranspiration. This conversion played a major role in shaping the behaviour of the diurnal
UHI.
Analysis of three specific positions suggested strong linear properties in increasing of average
temperatures, i.e. increased total temperature rate is equivalent to the sum of the increased rate
in the first and latter 10-year periods.
Furthermore, the urbanization impact in the central GHCM for the last 20 years was estimated
at 0.31 oC. Meanwhile, the temperature increase was observed for the same time at 0.64 oC.
This suggested that the urbanization might contribute about half to the increase in surface air
temperature in the central GHCM.
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Table 4.1: WRF model configurations. The model was nested system with four domains. The smallest
domains has horizontal resolution of 1 km.
Domain 01 Domain 02 Domain 03 Domain 04
Version ARW-WRFV3.3.1
Initial & boundary
conditions
NCEP FNL (Final) Operational Global Analysis data
Run time 25 March 00 - 01 May 00 (UTC) 2009 - 2011
Time period for anal-
ysis
01 April 00 - 30 April 23 (LST) 2009 - 2011
Grid distance 27 km 9 km 3 km 1 km
Grid number 80 x 80 118 x 118 166 x 166 262 x 262
Number of vertical
layers
35 layers
Microphysics WSM6
Surface layer model Noah-LSM + Single-layer UCM
Turbulence Mellor-Yamada TKE scheme
Short-wave radiation Dudhia Scheme
Long-wave radiation RRTM Scheme
Cumulus New Grell
scheme
None None None
Table 4.2: Experiment design. One control experiment, i.e. U09, and three sensitivity experiments, i.e.,
U99, U89, and LUC09 AH89 were conducted. The experiments are different in geographical -surface
conditions, however, identical in atmospheric initial and boundary conditions.
Urban Case Land-
Use/Cover
Anthropogenic
Heat Flux
Boundary Con-
dition
U09 2009 LUC 2009 AH NCEP/FNL data
for April of 2009
- 2011U99 1999 LUC 1999 AH
U89 1989 LUC 1989 AH
LUC09 AH89 2009 LUC 1989 AH
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Table 4.3: Correlation and bias between simulated and observed values. The table shows the list of
correlation efficients (R) and biases (Bias) between simulated versus observed values for surface air
temperature (T2m) and relative humidity (RH2m), respectively.
Index Station name T2m RH2m
R Bias
(oC)
R Bias(%)
1 Tan Son Hoa (TSH) 0.86 -0.06 0.82 -9.14
2 Xuan Loc (XL) 0.88 -0.53 0.78 -7.18
3 Dong Phu (DP) 0.88 0.17 0.82 -11.91
4 My Tho (MT) 0.90 -0.20 0.86 -3.22
5 Vung Tau (VT) 0.80 -1.42 0.71 1.71
6 Bien Hoa (BH) 0.85 0.40 0.79 -11.54
7 Tay Ninh (TN) 0.89 0.65 0.86 -12.57
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Figure 4.1: Domain configuration. (a) shows simulation domains. The outer boundary covers the parent
domain (d01), while d02, d03, d04 indicate the second, third, and fourth domain, respectively. (b) shows
the Greater Ho Chi Minh City metropolitan area. Fuzzy grey lines indicate provinces’ administrative
borders. Dark lines represent the borders of the Ho Chi Minh City. Quadrangle and triangle marks
indicate the locations of the weather stations.
Figure 4.2: Estimated land use/cover and anthropogenic heat releases. Three top figures show the change
in LUC from 1989 to 2009, estimated from Landsat images. Similarly, three bottom figures show the
change in AH, estimated from statistical data.
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Figure 4.3: Changes in spatial distribution of urban fraction, urban categories and anthropogenic heat
map. These data were generated by the WPS. Urban land use was classified into three categories accord-
ing to urban fraction. An urban-land category will be urban type 1 if urban fraction was 0.05 0.5, type 2
if urban fraction was 0.5 0.8, type 3 if urban fraction was more than 0.8.
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Figure 4.4: Spatial distribution of dominant land-use categories classified by WPS. Only the urban type
3, and one part of urban type 2 were plotted out; whereas, almost the urban type 1 areas was classified as
non-urban
Figure 4.5: Diurnal profile of AH. The diurnal profile of AH was calculated as weight-average of its
three components, i.e., from buildings, from vehicle and from human metabolism.
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Figure 4.6: Monthly mean diurnal variation of surface air temperature April 2009 2011. The solid lines
mean the simulated (WRF); the circular symbols indicate observed (OBS) data.
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Figure 4.7: Monthly mean diurnal variation of surface air relative humidity April 2009 2011. The solid
lines mean the simulated (WRF); the circular symbols indicate observed (OBS) data.
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Figure 4.8: Probability function distributions (PDF) of simulated and observed hourly surface air tem-
perature. Solid bars show the PDFs of simulated values; lines shows that of observed.
Figure 4.9: Probability function distributions (PDF) of simulated and observed hourly surface air hu-
midity. Solid bars show the PDFs of simulated values; lines shows that of observed.
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Figure 4.10: WRF’s performance on spatial distribution of surface air temperature. The figures shows
the statter plot of simulated versus observed temperature at 0500 and 1400 LST and daily mean.
Figure 4.11: Model performance on urban heat island intensity. (a) illustrates the diurnal variation of
April mean UHII, and (b) illustrates the probability distribution functions of hourly UHII (during the
simulated time)
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Figure 4.12: Observed April mean wind at 0700, 1300, and 1900 LST at seven ground-based weather
stations. The development of sea breeze can be observed at (b) and (c) where the wind magnitude become
stronger at almost stations and the wind has apprent direction from the sea toward land.
Figure 4.13: April mean wind at 850 hPa (2009 2011). Plotted from NCEP/FNL data with one-degree
latitude and longitude resolution. It is likely that the April prevailing wind has onshore direction. The
seasonal prevailing wind appers to be a reason why the land breeze is unclear at night.
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Figure 4.14: Comparison between observed and simulated April average wind at 1300 and 1900 LST.
OBS indicates observations, and WRF indicates the models results. It is likely that the model has good
performance on wind direction; the development of daytime sea breeze can be represented by the model.
However, the model tends to overestimate the wind magnitude.
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Figure 4.15: Spatial distribution of monthly mean surface air temperature in April 2009 2011. (a) illus-
trates the observed; (b), (c), (d), and (e) show the simulated data from U09, U99, U89, and LUC09 AH89,
respectively.
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Figure 4.16: Spatial distribution of monthly mean surface air temperature at 0700 LST April 2009
2011. (a) illustrates the observed; (b), (c), (d), and (e) show the simulated data from U09, U99, U89, and
LUC09 AH89, respectively.
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Figure 4.17: Spatial distribution of monthly mean surface air temperature at 1300 LST April 2009
2011. (a) illustrates the observed; (b), (c), (d), and (e) show the simulated data from U09, U99, U89, and
LUC09 AH89, respectively.
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Figure 4.18: Past urbanization impacts on the change of monthly mean surface air temperature. (a)
illustrates anomaly U09−U89, i.e., the impact of urbanization during the 20-year period; (b) and (c)
show anomalies U09−U99 and U99−U89, i.e., the impact of urbanization during the last and first 10-
year periods, respectively; (d) shows anomaly U09−LUC09 AH89, i.e., the impact of only the increase
of AH during the 20-year period.
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Figure 4.19: Past urbanization impacts on the change of monthly mean surface air temperature at 0700
LST. (a) illustrates anomaly U09−U89, i.e., the impact of urbanization during the 20-year period; (b)
and (c) show anomalies U09−U99 and U99−U89, i.e., the impact of urbanization during the last and
first 10-year periods, respectively; (d) shows anomaly U09−LUC09 AH89, i.e., the impact of only the
increase of AH during the 20-year period.
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Chapter 5
FUTURE URBAN CLIMATE
PROJECTION
5.1 Introduction
Today, more than half of the human population lives in urban areas and this proportion is
expected to increase to 66 percent by 2050, with an additional 2.5 billion people are predicted
to move to live in cities, according to the United Nations report (2015). The emerging of cities
accompanying with expansion of urban areas and increase of concentrated energy use within
relatively small areas leads to the changes in local climate that consequently affect the human
living environment. Besides, the other story at the center of concerns in 21th century is the
global climate change, which is caused by the increase of greenhouse-gases emissions. How
the future cities will respond and interact with the global climate change is still questionable.
For the last several decades, the urban climate changes, with urban heat island (UHI) effect
issue in particular have been attracting interest of scientists, urban planners and policy makers.
Extensive studies have been carried out to explore influences of past urbanization on the UHI
effect in cities with unique urban landscapes and histories using numerical models, e.g. Tokyo
(Kusaka et al., 2000), Paris (Lemonsu and Masson, 2002), New York City (Holt and Pullen,
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2007), Beijing (Miao et al., 2009), Houston (Chen et al., 2011a), Singapore (Li et al., 2013),
Ho Chi Minh City (Doan and Kusaka, 2015).
The other interest of urban-climate researcher is investigating urban climate in the relationship
with the future global warming issue. For example, Oleson et al. (2011) and McCarthy et al.
(2010) conducted climate simulations and examined the influences of urban geometry and an-
thropogenic heat emissions on UHI intensity, using general circulation models (GCMs) coupled
with an urban land surface scheme. Though such climate models have improved the representa-
tion of urban surfaces, their spatial resolution is too coarse to capture certain mesoscale features
of the UHI effects. The other approach was used is dynamical downscaling based on the use of
a high-resolution regional climate model.
Recently, Kusaka et al. (2012) and Adachi et al. (2012) used dynamical downscaling ap-
proach to project future urban climate with 3-km resolution regional climate model coupled
with urban canopy model (Kusaka et al., 2001) under the SRES A1B scenario, for three largest
urban areas in Japan, Tokyo, Osaka and Nagoya to 2070s. Similarly, Argueso et al. (2014) and
Hamdi et al. (2014) used RCM-UCM coupled systems to investigate the future urban climate
for Sydney, Australia, and Brussels, Belgium, respectively.
It is obvious that, urban climate is not only influenced by global climate change, but also
can be modified by the local change mostly induced by urbanization. Although urbanization is
expected to be one of hot issues of humankind in this coming century besides global warming
issue, as the best knowledge of the authors, studies on impacts of these coupled global and local
effects on urban climate still less, if compared to that on past-time urban climate. And almost
of these studies have been focusing on cities in a mid-latitude developed countries. Especially,
there is still no studies addressed this issue for fast-growing cities in developing countries such
as in Southeast Asia region.
It should be a gap, knowing that almost future urbanization is expected to take place in de-
veloping countries. The urbanization-induced future urban-climate change appear to be more
significant in such region rather than in that of developed countries. As the stage of urban de-
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velopment, the climate zones of cities in the region are different from those of earlier studies,
it is unlikely to apply the conclusions of previous studies for the cities in developing countries.
Therefore, studies on future urban climate of cities in developing countries are needed not only
for academic reason, but also for that almost cities in such region are vulnerable to climate
change due to the lack of sustainable infrastructure that can cope with climate change, than
well-organized cities in the developed world.
Greater Ho Chi Minh City (GHCM), the largest metropolitan area in Vietnam, has been ex-
periencing rapid urbanization since the late 1980s, when the country conducted a series of
comprehensive economic reforms called the Doi Moi policy. The region’s total population has
grown nearly two times to about 20 million for the last decades. Rapid urbanization in the
region induced regional climate change, especially in increasing the UHI effect over the urban
areas (Tran et al., 2006; Doan and Kusaka, 2015). The GHMC area is expected to keep urban-
izing in the future with the total population estimated to rise to 28-30 million by 2050 and a
total constructed area of approximately 2500 km2, according to the master plan released by the
Ministry of Construction of Vietnam (2008). Assessment of such potential impacts of future
urbanization coupled with the impacts of global warming effects is not only interest from the
perspective of urban climatology, but also benefit from the standpoint of urban planners who
are searching for appropriate climate-change adaptation strategies.
This study aims to numerically examine the climate response to coupled effects of future
global warming and local urbanization over greater Ho Chi Minh City to 2050s by using dynam-
ical downscaling approach with a high-resolution (up to 1km) regional climate model (RCM)
coupled with an urban canopy model (UCM). The impacts of future urbanization and global
warming are quantified and the relationship between two such global and local factors on the
change in urban climate is also clarified.
This study tries to advance the broader dialogue about global climate change, urban climate
change under the impacts of global warming. This first attempt to address such issues for a
big city in Southeast Asia region. In addition, for the future urban climate downscaling, the
results from multiple GCMs of CMIP 5 were used. To the best knowledge of the authors,
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urban climate projections with the new RCP greenhouse gas emission scenario have not been
performed. Furthermore, though the dynamic downscaling approach has been used to project
the future climate for the Vietnam region (Ngo-Duc et al., 2012; Ngo-Duc et al., 2014), however
its resolution was about 20 - 40 km. The future-climate dynamical downscaling using 1-km
resolution RCM has never used in the urban climate study of Vietnamese cities.
5.2 Data and Methodology
5.2.1 Descriptions of RCM
Dynamical downscaling method was used to simulate the impacts of global climate changes
and local land-use modification on future urban climate over GHCM. The numerical model
used for the downscaling was Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) model version 3.1.1
(Skamarock et al., 2008). The model domains were a nested system of four grids with spatial
resolutions of 27 km, 9 km, 3 km, and 1 km, and 35 vertical levels. The smallest domain covers
the entire area of GHCM with a grid of 261 x 261 points. The simulation time steps were 120s,
30s, 15s, and 5s, respectively.
The land surface process was calculated by the Noah land-surface model (Chen and Dudhia,
2001) coupled with a single-layer urban canopy model (UCM) (Kusaka et al., 2001; Kusaka
and Kimura, 2004). The UCM parameterizes urban geometry as two-dimensional street canyon
with rooftops, walls, and road, then solves the heat budget on each surface when including
anthropogenic heat release explicitly. This method is computational relatively inexpensive and
practical (Baklanov et al., 2009), and has been successfully applied to simulate urban climate in
various metropolitan regions, e.g., Beijing (Miao et al., 2009), New York City (Holt and Pullen,
2007), Sidney (Argueso et al., 2014), Taipei (Lin et al., 2008), Tokyo (Kusaka et al., 2012),
and Washington-Baltimore (Zhang et al., 2011). Its performance was evaluated against surface
observations, atmospheric soundings, and precipitation data.
In this study, we have improved the WRF/UCM, first, to represent urban effects in a grid cell-
with small urban fraction, and second, to include two-dimensional anthropogenic heat release
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into the model. This make a difference to the original WRF/UCM, which usually underesti-
mates an urban effect in a grid cell with small urban fraction, i.e., with the category of dominant
land-use classified as non-urban. In the modified WRF/UCM, two kinds of land-use sub-tiles
are considered for all grid cells: one was urban, and the other was the most dominant non-urban
land use in a grid cell. The heat fluxes, mixing ratio or surface temperature from each grid cell
were calculated by an area-weighted average of the values of the two sub-tiles in the grid cell.
These are calculated by the UCM for the urban tile and by the Noah land-surface model for the
non-urban sub-tiles.
For shortwave radiation, we used the Dudhia scheme, a simple model that efficiently treats
clouds and clear-sky absorption and scattering (Dudhia, 1989). For longwave radiation, we
used the Rapid Radiative Transfer Model (RRTM), which accounts for multiple bands, trace
gases, and microphysics species (Mlawer et al., 1997). For microphysics, we used the WRF
single-moment six-class (WSM6) microphysics scheme with ice, snow and graupel processes
suitable for high-resolution simulations (Hong et al. 2004). The cumulus scheme was the New
Kain-Fritsch model, which is a simple cloud model including detrainment, entrainment, updraft,
and downdraft (Kain, 2003). For planetary boundary layer, we used the Mellor-Yamada-Janjic
scheme, which is one-dimensional prognostic turbulent kinetic energy scheme with local verti-
cal mixing (Janjic, 1994).
5.2.2 Land-use/cover and anthropogenic heat releases
The default land-use information for the WRF model provided by the U.S. Geological Sur-
vey’s database (USGS) tends to underestimate urban areas of most Asian cities. Therefore,
the alternative urban land-use information, which correctly captures the urban areas of Ho Chi
Minh City was used for current-time experiment. This dataset was derived by Doan (2015) from
Landsat remote sensing images (in 2009) using the Maximum Likelihood supervised classifica-
tion method. These estimated data then were put on the USGS-provided database and used as
land-use dataset for the model.
On the other hand, future urban information was determined based upon a master plan for
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Greater Ho Chi Minh City released by the Ministry of Construction of Vietnam in 2008. Ac-
cording to the plan, the city is expected to keep growing in the next several decades, population
is expected to increase to 28 − 30 million people, by 2050. At the same time, the area of urban
construction will be approximately 2500 − 2700 km2. The core-urban area experiencing little
or no population growth is expected to be a center of international commerce, finance, culture,
science, while peripheral areas are growing stronger. The urbanization of GHCM is visualized
in Figure 5.3a 5.3b via the representation of the urban-fraction change between the current and
the future time. Regarding to its urbanization characteristics, GHCM was divided into three
parts, i.e., newly-urbanized, preexisting and non-urban areas (Figure 5.3c).
The two-dimensional AH datasets used in this study are shown in (Figure 5.3d 5.3e). These
datasets were provided by Doan (Doan and Kusaka, 2015). Similarly, diurnal variation of AH
was obtained from the same source. The AH datasets were estimated using a top-down approach
based upon a simple portioning of its sources: heat from transportation; heat from buildings via
electricity use, and metabolic heat from a human body. More detailed information about the AH
estimation can be referred to previous work of, e.g., Sailor and Lu, 2004 or Doan and Kusaka,
2015.
5.2.3 Numerical experiment design
In this study, a set of numerical experiments was conducted to project the future urban climate,
as well as, to examine impacts of future urbanization, the global warming effect on the changes
in urban climate (Table 5.1).
First, the control experiment with current-climate and current-urban condition, i.e, CC / CU,
was conducted. For the experiment, the model was initialized on 25 March and integrated
until 01 May for five years 2007 − 2011 using initial and lateral boundary condition created
from Final operational global analysis data−NCEP/FNL (NCEP, 2000). The simulated results
from 01 − 30 April 2007 − 2011 were used for analysis. It is worthwhile also noting that April
corresponds to the climatologically warmest month that belongs to the region’s dry season (from
November to the mid-May).
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Strictly, the five-year simulation is not long for climatology study. However, there are several
reasons of this choosing. Fist of all, unlike mature cities in developed countries which are al-
most stable, the urban area of Ho Chi Minh City has been developed drastically recently. For
example, during ten years 1999 − 2009, the urban area increased more than 400 km2 (Doan
and Kusaka, 2015). This implies that long-term simulation with one current-time urban con-
dition does not likely represent faithfully the urban-land surface. On the other hand, different
to precipitation climatology, which is sensitively affected by the atmosphere’s decadal oscilla-
tions, so that needs long simulation-time to construct a meaningful climate analysis (Kusaka et
al., 2012), temperature climatology (which is in the main interest of this study) is likely less
uncertainty, so that the five years, for instance, is sufficiently meaningful to conduct the climate
analysis. Moreover, the quick look at the observed temperature revealed that the mean values of
the targeting five-year 2007 − 2011 did not significantly deviate from that of the ten-year 2005
− 2014.
Second, the urban-climate future projection experiments, i.e., FC / FU were conducted with
the future-urban and future-climate conditions. The initial and lateral boundary conditions for
the experiments were created by the pseudo-global warming method (PGW) using the out-
put data of each three representative GCMs from the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project
(CMIP5) for two Representative Concentration Pathway (RCP) with high (RCP8.5) and medium-
low (RCP4.5) possible range of radiative force . Three GCMs were selected for that they could
relatively accurately simulate current climate condition for Vietnam region and so that they
produced lower, moderate, and higher warming rates, respectively (Table 5.2).
The PGW method is one kind of dynamic downscaling, which was developed by Kimura and
Kitoh (2007) and was widely applied to investigate future regional climate, e.g., Kawase et al.
(2008), Lauer et al. (2010), Hara et al. (2010), Ramussen et al. (2011), Adachi et al. (2012),
Kusaka et al. (2012), and Foreman et al. (2014). In the PWG, the initial and boundary condi-
tions for a RCM are given by adding the monthly-mean global-warming increments, produced
by GCMs, to current-time six-hour reanalysis atmospheric variables. Thus, this method has ad-
vantages that it could exclude a model bias, as well as, an inter-annual uncertainty produced by
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GCMs. In this study, the global warming increments were defined as a GCM output difference
between monthly mean of future 2050−2059 and current climate 2005−2014.
Third, the urbanization-sensitive experiment, i.e, CC / FU was designed to examine the con-
tribution of future urbanization to the urban climate change. This experiment was conducted
with the future-urban; however, the atmospheric condition was the same as the control experi-
ment CC / CU. Moreover, the contribution of global warming to the urban climate change was
also examined by a series of PGW experiments, i.e., CC / FU, whose atmospheric conditions
were the same as FC / FU, but with surface condition of current urban.
5.3 Results
5.3.1 Model results from CC / CU
First, the model’s performance was evaluated by comparing the probability distribution func-
tions (PDF) of simulated hourly surface air temperature during April of 2007− 2011 versus that
of observed data. The observed data was collected from seven ground-based stations around
GHCM, which are run by the Hydro-Meteorological Data Center (HMDC) of Vietnam: i.e.,
Tan-Son-Hoa (TSH), Xuan-Loc (XL), Dong-Phu (DP), My-Tho (MT), Vung-Tau (VT), Bien-
Hoa (BH) and Tay-Ninh (TN). Two stations among those are located in the urban part: TSH at
the center of Ho Chi Minh City, and BH in Bien Hoa city. These observed data was compared
with the simulated one extracted from model’s grid points nearest from the real location of the
ground-based stations. The comparison is shown in Figure 5.5 revealed that the WRF/UCM
could capture the essential features of air temperature distribution. The correlation coefficients
between simulated and observed data were greater than 0.8; meanwhile, the model biases were
relatively small, ranging from -1.42 − 0.65 ◦C.
The model performance on diurnal variation of surface air temperature was also examined.
In Figure 5.6, we show the results for three representative stations, one in the urban center, i.e.
TSH, two in rural area, i.e., XL and MT. Overall, the diurnal variation was performed by the
model for the both urban and rural sites, though there was the slight overestimation of diurnal
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temperature range in urban site. The urban-rural difference, i.e., urban heat island effect, could
be seen from both simulated and observed data. The temperature difference tended to be higher
in nighttime about 2 − 2.5 ◦ C and became moderate in the daytime with no considerable
urban-rural differences.
The sea breeze is likely an important factor that influences the diurnal variation of surface
air temperature, due to the near-to-the-sea location of GHCM. Overall, the model shown the
possibility to perform the development of the sea breeze over the region, though it tended to
overestimate the wind speed (Figure 5.8). At 1300 LST, sea-breeze reached at the location
corresponding to station TSH, seemingly creating the sea-breeze front at 30 − 40 km from the
sea coast. At 1900 LST, wind speeds became stronger at almost stations, and wind directions
shifted to onshore, e.g., at BH and TN. This implied that the sea breeze has developed with
time and penetrated as far as more than 100 km onshore. The sea breeze appeared to impact the
daytime variation of air temperature. When the sea breeze blows cool air from the sea into the
land, a rapid drop in temperature occurs just behind the front of it. Downwind area, which was
less impacted by sea breeze, tended to cool down slowly than the area nears to the sea in the
afternoon.
5.3.2 Model results from FC / FU
This subsection analyzes the simulated results from a series of global-warming experiments
FC / FU. Future climate conditions were created by the PGW method using the warming in-
crements from three CMIP5 models for two scenarios RCP4.5 and RCP8.5. Meanwhile, the
land-surface conditions was set up as future-urban for all simulations. Figure 5.9g−5.9j shows
the spatial distribution of average surface air temperature from the experiments for RCP4.5; the
inter-experiment average is denoted as ’Multi’. The anomalies between global-warming exper-
iments and the control one CC / CU are shown in Figure 5.11f−5.11i. Figure 5.10 g−5.10j and
Figure 5.12f−5.12i show the similar results but for RCP8.5.
The downscaled surface air temperature over GHCM was strongly influenced by a GCM
output from which the initial and boundary conditions were created. The downscaled results
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from the same GCM vary between individual warming scenario RCPs. The future surface air
temperature was estimated to rise between 0.9− 2.2 ◦C for RCP4.5 and was about 1. 3− 2.6 ◦C
for RCP8.5. It is likely that within the interest area of GHCM, temperature increase appears to
vary spatially. In the urban part, the temperature increase is obviously stronger than that in the
surrounding rural part. This spatial difference can be considered as the impacts of urbanization.
For RCP4.5, the average temperature rise is about 1.4 − 2.2 ◦C in the new urban areas, higher
than that in the non-urban areas about 0.9 − 1.6 ◦C. For RCP8.5, the average temperature rise
is about 1.7 − 2.6 ◦C in the new urban areas, about 1.3 − 2.1 ◦C in the non-urban areas.
5.3.3 Contributions of urbanization and global warming
Model results from CC / FU
The previous analysis implies the impacts of urbanization is spatially different. The impact
of urbanization and its contribution to future urban warming was quantified with experiment
CC / FU, i.e., the future urban, with current-climate conditions. The comparison between
urbanization-impact experiment CC / FU and the control CC / CU is shown in Figure 5.9a
and 5.9f, and the anomaly between those is in Figure 5.11a.
The urbanization appeared to induce obvious change in surface air temperature. The areas of
UHI effect, i.e., where the air temperature higher than surrounding, tended to expand beyond
the downtown part of Ho Chi Minh City (center part of simulated domain 04) spreading over
larger areas northward and northeastward, encompassing newly-urbanized areas in neighboring
provinces. The UHI evolved spatially in the way that closely associated with the features of
the urban expansion, and in fact, shows the footprint of these processes.The simulated results
shows the temperature increase about 0.5−0.8◦C in the newly urbanized areas, about 0.2− 0.4
◦C in preexisting areas. The significance of these temperature changes (CC / FU − CC / CU)
due to urbanization was examined using the Wilcoxon rank-sum test. As shown in Figure 5.13
the significant changes (at the level of the 99% confidence) are likely to occur in urban areas
(both new and preexisting).
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Model results from FC/CU
The impacts of future global warming, alone, were examined by a set of simulations, i.e.,
FC / CU, with the setting of land surface identical with CC / CU, however, with atmospheric
conditions same with FC / FU. The simulated monthly-mean surface air temperature from these
downscaling experiments are shown in Figure 5.9b−5.9e for RCP4.5 and Figure 5.10b−5.10e
for RCP8.5, and the anomalies of between these versus the control CC / CU are shown in Figure
5.11b−5.11e and Figure 5.12b−5.12e, respectively.
The global warming experiments show a robust increase in surface air temperature over the
GHCM. In similar manner to FC / FU, there was the large variability between the individual
downscaling from different GCMs or RCP scenarios. The increases in monthly-mean surface
air temperature ranges from 0.9 − 1.5 ◦C for RCP4.5, and 1.2 − 2.2 ◦C for RCP8.5. The inter-
experiment average for each RCP was also quantified as denoted by ’Multi’ in the Figures. The
average warming is about 1.2 ◦C and 1.8 ◦C for RCP4.5 and RCP8.5, respectively. While tem-
perature response to future urbanization was strongly spatially dependent, the impacts of future
global warming appear to be spatially uniform within the GHCM with a slight dependency on
topography.
5.4 Discussion
The impact of urbanization on temperature change has spatial variability, which strongly re-
lates to the property of urbanization process. According to the future master plan, Ho Chi
Minh City is expected to keep rapid urbanization in coming decades. The metropolitan areas
are planned to be expanded, especially, into peripheral areas in the northern and northeastern
part of the core urban. In the planned new urban areas, there will be vast changes from vege-
tated land use to urban structures. Meanwhile, the urbanization is expected to take place more
moderately in the preexisiting urban areas which is already overcrownded, instead, the future
urbanization will take place mainly in the terms of increasing of anthropogenic heat releases as
the consequence of an increase in energy consumption.
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The change in physical properties of land surfaces modifies its heat budget with the atmo-
sphere above. In the new urban, the primary factor is a change from vegetation to urban land,
thus resulting in the increase of sensible heating and the decrease of latent heating. Urban struc-
tures, e.g., concrete, asphalt, absorb a solar radiation during a day and release it as sensible heat
flux toward the atmosphere at night. This explains the high increase of air temperature in the
new urban areas, especially at night and in early morning. On the other hand, in preexisting ur-
ban areas, there is no significant change in the ground and latent heat flux, although the sensible
heat flux rises 15 W/m2 (Table 5.3). The most likely causes of this rise in sensible heat flux are
the increase in AH during the daytime.
One interesting fact revealed in this study is that temperature increases induced by the global
warming and the urbanization effects appear to have strong linearity despite of the model’s
complexity in mathematics and physics. Figure 5.14 shows temperature increases estimated by
sensitive experiments from the control experiment CC / CU. The impact of urbanization was
expressed as an anomaly between CC / FU − CC / CU. The impact of the global warming was
expressed as an anomaly between FU / CU− CC / CU. The impact of these two coupled effects
was expressed as an anomaly between FU / FU − CC / CU. The Figure reveals that the impact
of coupled effects is likely the linear combination of individual impacts caused by the global
warming and urbanization.
The linearity of temperature increases can be explained by several reasons. Put in mind that
the temperature at near surface is usually influenced by main factors: advection and the heat
budget at the surface. The analysis of near-surface wind reveals that, it is likely that future
urbanization does not induce the significant change in the wind field, in the case of GHCM.
The spatial distributions of wind are visualized in Figure 5.15, for simplification, only the inter-
experiment average results, i.e., the ’Multi’, are shown. The figure shows no significant change
in wind between the experiments FC / FU and FC / CU. Suppose wind does not change obvi-
ously, thus the difference in temperature will mainly determined by the heat budget between
a surface and the atmosphere rather than an advection effect. Furthermore, the quick look on
the downward net radiation reveals that there is no obvious differences between FC / FU and
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FC / CU (Figure 5.16). With the changeless of near-surface wind and downward net radiation,
the possible deduction derived here is that the increase of near-surface temperature is mainly
decided by the redistribution of sensible and latent and ground heat fluxes caused by the change
in land surface, i.e., the impacts of urbanization.
It is worthwhile to highlight that this discussion was supported by the changeless of near-
surface wind and downward net radiation, particularly related to the setting of this study. For
example, the experiments in this study were conducted under synoptic condition in April, which
belongs to dry season with less raining and clouding. It is reasonable to say that the linearity
could not be obviously found in the rainy season. Due to the fact that precipitation physics is
sensitive in climate models, the change in land surface may cause the significant modification
of raining and clouding representation, then modifying the budget of solar radiation.
5.5 Summary
This study has investigated the impacts of greenhouse-gases induced global warming and
future urbanization on the changes in surface air temperature over the big city in Southeast
Asia, i.e., the Greater Ho Chi Minh City metropolis up to the 2050s. The main results are as
below.
The downscaled future air temperature is strongly influenced by selection of GCMs and
warming scenario RCP. Averagely, the surface air temperature is expected to rise about 1.8,
1.6, and 1.3 ◦C in the new urban, the preexisting urban and the non-urban areas, respectively,
for global warming scenario RCP4.5. For RCP8.5, these increases are about 2.2, 2.0, and 1.7
◦C, respectively.
The spatial difference in temperature increase can be considered as the impacts of urbaniza-
tion. The future urbanization contributes about 15% to total urban warming in the preexisting
urban area and 30% in new urban area, for RCP4.5 downscaling. For RCP8.5 downscaling,
these values are 10% and 20%, respectively. Compared to the global warming effect, the con-
tribution of urbanization is relatively small, however, not negligible. This implies that there is
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still a room for mitigating urban warming in the future. Since global climate change mitigation
seems beyond the power of any individual city, the mitigation urbanization impacts is likely
possible, if proper urban designs are planned and implemented.
The temperature responses to the global warming and the urbanization have a strong linearity,
i.e, the total urban warming is likely a combination of the impacts of global climate change and
local urbanization. This finding implies that the temperature impacts of these two factors can
be quantified by the results of the separate two sensitive simulations or vice versa.
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Table 5.1: Experiment design
Experiment Climate condition Urban condition
CC / CU Current climate Current urban
FC / FU Future climate Future urban
CC / FU Current climate Future urban
FC / CU Future climate Current urban
Table 5.2: List of selected GCMs
Model Institution Reference
CNRM-CM5 Centre National de Recherches Meteorologiques
/ Centre Europeen de Recherche et Formation
Avancees en Calcul Scientifique, France
Voldoire et
al., 2011
CMCC-CM Centro Euro-Mediterraneo per I Cambiamenti Cli-
matici,Italia
Gualdi et
al., 2008
MIROC-ESM Japan Agency for Marine-Earth Science and Technol-
ogy, Atmosphere and Ocean Research Institute (The
University of Tokyo), and National Institute for Envi-
ronmental Studies, Japan
Watanabe
et al., 2010
Table 5.3: Change in surface heat fluxes caused by future urbanization. H , LE, and G are sensible heat
flux, latent heat, and ground heat fluxes, respectively. Minus signs mean a decrease; plus signs mean an
increase of heat fluxes.
Daytime average Nighttime average
(06 − 18 LST) (W/m2) (19 − 05 LST) (W/m2)
H LE G H LE G
Newly urbanized area +14.9 -20.0 -20.6 +20.3 +0.2 +24.9
Preexisting urban area +14.1 -0.2 -0.2 +4.0 +0.3 +0.1
Non-urban area -0.3 +0.5 +0.0 -0.1 +0.2 -0.0
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Figure 5.1: Future master plan of greater Ho Chi Minh City up to 2050s.
Figure 5.2: Numerical experiment design. CC and FC mean simulations with current and future climate
conditions. CU and FU mean simulations with current and future urban conditions.
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Figure 5.4: Increases in surface air temperature estimated by GCMs for both CMIP5 RCP4.5 and RCP
8.5. The values were spatial averaged for Vietnam’s region. Temperature increase trend was smoothed by
applying the 10-year moving average. Three GCMs, i.e, MIROC-ESM, CMCC-CM, and CNRM-CM5,
used for PGW-DS in this study are highlighted by dark lines; and the other GCMs plotted in gray lines.
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Figure 5.13: Significance test results for surface air temperature difference between CC / FU and CC
/ CU. Black hatching indicates the areas where the statistical significance confidence at 99% level, ac-
cording to the Wilcoxon test.
Figure 5.14: Average temperature increase caused by urbanization, global warming, and its coupled
effects up to 2050. ’Multi’ denotes interexperiment average for PWG-DS of CMIP5 RCP4.5 and 8.5,
respectively.
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Figure 5.15: Change in near-surface wind. (a) and (b) show the wind distribution from experiments
for RCP4.5 with current-urban (CU) and future-urban (FU) land-use conditions, and (c) shows their
anomaly. ’Multi’ denotes inter-experiment average of PWG experiments. Similarly, (d), (e), and (f)
show results for RCP8.5.
Figure 5.16: Change in downward net radiation. (a) and (b) show the wind distribution from experiments
for RCP4.5 with current-urban (CU) and future-urban (FU) land-use conditions, and (c) shows their
anomaly. ’Multi’ denotes inter-experiment average of PWG experiments. Similarly, (d), (e), and (f)
show results for RCP8.5.
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Chapter 6
DEVELOPMENT OF A MULTI-LAYER
URBAN CANOPY MODEL
6.1 Development of a multilayer urban model
6.1.1 Background
During the last several decades, a number of approaches for modeling the dynamic and ther-
modynamic effects of urban areas on the atmosphere was introduced. One of these methods
is a Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) model that explicitly represents the effects of each
urban structure on the atmosphere. However, these models are very computationally expensive.
In contrast to such fine-scale CFD modeling, the simpler approaches are developed to repre-
sent the bulk effects of urban on the mesoscale processes. The simplest approach is to adopt
a land surface model (LSM) so that it could represent the urban environment as an impervious
slab. For example, one can increase the roughness length of urban surfaces to represent the drag
from buildings, or decrease albedo to account for the existence of asphalt pavements. However,
LSMs have a limitation, for example, it may underestimates the nocturnal cooling (Kusaka et
al. 2001; Zehnder 2002; Kusaka and Kimura 2004a)
Other methods, called Urban Canopy Models (UCM), were developed to represent a more
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complex process associated with the existence of buildings. These methods represent the model
grid-cell-averaged effect of the building structures on the dynamics and thermal dynamics, but
individual buildings and street canyon are not explicitly represented. Single-layer urban canopy
models have been developed (e.g., Kusaka et al., 2001, Lemonsu and Masson 2002; Rozoff et
al. 2003; Chen et al. 2004; Chen et al. 2006). Kusaka and Kimura coupled their urban canopy
model with a simple mesoscale model (2004a). Lemonsu and Masson (2002) simulated the heat
island circulation over Paris, France, using the mesoscale model with their urban canopy model-
Town Energy Balance (TEB). Chen et al. (2006), Kusaka et al. (2009), Lin et al. (2008), and
Miao et al. (2009) have successfully simulated an urban heat island effect in Houston, Tokyo,
Taipei and Beijing using the Weather Research and Forecasting model (WRF) coupled with
single-layer UCM.
A multilayer urban canopy model (MUCM) considers urban geography as numerous layers
and solves the physical process at each layer. There are number of MUCM introduced in pre-
vious studies (e.g., Kondo and Liu 1998; Brown 2000; Hagishima et al. 2001; Vu et al. 2002;
Martilli et al. 2002; Dupont et al. 2004; Otte et al. 2004; Chin et al. 2005; Kondo et al.
2005). Previous studies of the MUCM involved one-way nesting (e.g., Roulet et al. 2005;
Ohashi et al. 2007), idealized simulation (Martilli 2002, 2003), and coupling between MUCM
and mesoscale meteorological model (Martilli et al. 2003; Dupont et al. 2004; Otte et al.
2004). The determination of geometric view factor and shading is important part of UCMs in
representing the radiation trapping effects inside an urban. Usually, the geometric factors are
analytically calculated from the height and width of buildings and a road.
6.1.2 Description of MUCM
Figure 6.2 shows a schematic illustration of multiple layer urban canopy model, which consist
of infinite arrays of solid three-dimensional buildings with horizontal cross-section. The height,
the width of the buildings and the width of the roads are uniform.
The model divides building in layers vertically. The physical processes between walls, road
and rooftop with the atmosphere are solved for each layer. The walls have four directions (east,
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west, south,and north), and physical processes are solved for these four separate directions. The
radiation (both shortwave and long wave) processes within the urban canopy layer are solved to
account the reflection. The model includes anthropogenic heat flux at the ground surface.
For the green portion of urban areas, the simple grass model is applied to solve the heat budget
at the surface. The grass model considers grass or vegetation land as a bulk layer with proper
thermal conductivity, heat capacity, roughness length and albedo. The latent heat exchange
between the surface and the atmosphere is thus solved by a beta method (with beta is fixed
to 0.3). The total fluxes from the surfaces to above atmosphere are calculated by a weighted
average of fluxes from urban areas solved by MUCM and from vegetation areas by grass model.
Governing equation
The governing equations of MUCM are one-dimensional diffusion equations for momentum,
potential temperature, and specific humidity based on Kondo et al. (2005):
∂u
∂t
=
1
m
∂
∂z
(
Kmm
∂u
∂z
)
+ f(v − vg)− cdAu(u2 + v2)1/2 (6.1)
∂v
∂t
=
1
m
∂
∂z
(
Kmm
∂v
∂z
)
− f(u− ug)− cdAv(u2 + v2)1/2 (6.2)
∂θ
∂t
=
1
m
∂
∂z
(
Khm
∂θ
∂z
)
+
QAS
ρcp
(6.3)
∂qv
∂t
=
1
m
∂
∂z
(
Kqm
∂qv
∂z
)
+
QAL
ρl
(6.4)
Where u and v are the wind velocity components, t is the potential temperature, q is the
specific humidity, f is the Coriolis parameter,ug and vg are the geostrophic wind components,
m is the volume porosity (e.g., Kondo et al. 2005), cd is the drag coefficient, ρ is the air
density, l is the evaporative latent heat, and b is the average building width and w is the average
road width. HereQAS andQAL are the sensible heat and the latent heat exchanges, respectively,
between the building’s walls and the atmosphere. Km,Kh, andKq are the momentum, heat, and
water vapor diffusivities, respectively, which are calculated from the Mellor-Yamada model at
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level 2 (Mellor and Yamada 1974). The heat budget equation was solved for each urban surface
to compute heat flux exchange between surfaces and the atmosphere (equation 6.5).
Rneti = Hi + lEi +Gi (6.5)
The sensible and latent heat fluxes from ground and building roof surfaces were computed
by the Monin-Obukhov similarity method. Meanwhile, the fluxes from wall surfaces were
calculated by the Jurges formula, which determines the heat exchange coefficient C based on
wind magnitude U at the reference point (equation 6.11).
τ = τ0 = ρu
2
∗ (6.6)
H = H0 = −ρcpU∗θ∗ (6.7)
(kz/u∗)(∂U/∂z) = φm(ζ) (6.8)
(kz/θ∗)(∂Θ/∂z) = φh(ζ) (6.9)
H = C(Ts − Ta) (6.10)
C =
6.15 + 4.18U U ≤ 5ms
−1
7.51U0.78 U > 5ms−1
(6.11)
On the other hand, the one dimensional thermal conduction equation was used to compute
the heat exchange inside the urban structure, i.e., road, building walls and roof (equation 6.12).
Here G is sensible heat flux λ is heat conductivity, Tx is interior temperature at depth x of road,
walls, or roof .
G = −λ∂Tx
∂x
(6.12)
∂Tx
∂t
=
1
ρc
∂
∂x
(
∂G
∂x
) (6.13)
For the calculation of short wave radiation Snet on each surface, we consider direct, diffuse
and reflected solar radiation. The reflection in the canyon is considered only once within the
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model.
Snetg = (1− αg)
[
RgSd + Fg→sSw +
∑
k
∑
j
Fg→wj,kαw(Rwj,kSdwj,k + Fwj,k→sSw)
]
(6.14)
Snetwj,k =(1− αw)[ Rwj,kSdwj,k + Fwj,k→sSw + αg(RgSdg + Fg→sSw)+∑
k′
∑
j′
Fwj,k→wj′,k′αw(Rwj′,k′Sdwj′,k′ + Fwj′,k′→sSw)]
(6.15)
Snetr = (1− αr)(Sd + Sw) (6.16)
where the subscripts g,w,r, and s denote ground, wall, roof, and the sky, respectively. The terms
with
∑
k
∑
j
are the reflection from other surfaces. Sd and Sw are the direct solar radiation on each
surface, direct solar radiation on the horizontal plane to the horizontal plane, respectively. α is
albedo, F is view factor, and R is the sunlit rate.
The longwave radiation flux Lnet on each surface is solved by equations
Lnetg =εg{Fg→sLa +
∑
k
∑
j
Fg→wj,k [εwσT
4
wj,k
+ (1− εw)(Fwj,l→sLa + Fwj,l→gεgσT 4g +
∑
k′
∑
j′
Fwj,k→wj′,k′εwσT
4
wj′,k′
)]− σT 4g }
(6.17)
Lnetwj,k =εw{Fwj,k→sLa + Fwj,k→gεgσT 4g +
∑
k′
∑
j′
Fwj,k→wj′,k′ [εwσT
4
wj′,k′
+ (1− εw)(Fwj′,l′→gεgσT 4g + Fwj′,l′→sLa +
∑
k′′
∑
j′′
Fwj′,k′→wj′′,k′′εwσT
4
wj′′,k′′
)]
− (1− εg)Fwj,k→g
∑
k′
∑
j′
Fg→wj′,k′εwσT
4
wj′,k′
− σT 4g }
(6.18)
Lnetr = εr(La − σT 4r ) (6.19)
where La is the longwave radiation from the atmosphere, ε is emissivity, and T is the surface
skin temperature.
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6.1.3 Forward ray tracing method
Ray tracing is a technique for generating an image by tracing the path of light through pixels
in an plane and simulating the effects of its encounters with virtual objects.The idea behind ray
casting is to shoot rays from the eye, one per pixel, and find the closest object blocking the path
of that ray. In order do generate rays, we first need a mathematical representation for a ray. A
ray is really just an origin point and a propagation direction. The 3D parametric line from the
origin point e to a point s is given by.
p(t) = e + t(s− e) (6.20)
This could be interpreted as ”to advance from e along the vector (s− e) a fractional distance t
to find the point p ” . The point e is called the ray’s origin, and the vector (s − e) is the ray’s
direction. Given t, one can determine a point p.
Radiation exchange between two or more surfaces depends strongly on the surface geometries
and orientations, as well as, on their radiative properties and surface temperature. To compute
radiation exchange between any two surfaces, the concept of a view factor, also known as
configuration factor, form factor, or shape factor, was introduced. A view factor, F1→2, is
defined as the proportion of the radiation leaving a surface 1 that is intercepted by a surface
2. Because radiation leaving a surface is conserved, the sum of all view factors from a given
surface, Si, is unity:
n∑
j=1
FSi→Sj = 1
The reciprocity theorem for view factors allows one to calculate F2→1 if one already knows
F1→2. Using the areas of the two surfaces A1 and A2,
A1F1→2 = A2F2→1
The MUCM considers urban geometry as uniform solid boxes (buildings) standing in a row.
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The distance between ’boxes’, i.e., the width of road, is identical. Urban surfaces are simplified
including the ground surface, building-wall surfaces in four directions, and the roof surface.
Since the MUCM resolves urban geometry into vertically multiple layers, therefore with k
vertical layers, for example, there would be k×4 (wall)+1 (ground)+1 (roof) surfaces at which
the view factors need to be calculated.
To calculate the view factors from a given surface 1 to a given surface 2, first, we differentiate
the surface 1 into small finite areas then calculate the view factors from such areas to surface 2.
The view factor from the general surface 1 to surface 2 then is defined as area average of those
from all small finite areas.
F1→2 =
1
A1
∫
A1
Fd1→2dA1 (6.21)
where F1→2 is a view factor from surface 1 to surface 2, Fd1→2 is a view factor from a differential
area on surface 1 to surface 2, A1 is the area of surface 1.
Because radiation leaving a surface is conserved, sky view factor from surface 1 is determined
F1→Sky = 1−
n∑
j=1
F1→j (6.22)
where, F1→j is a view factor from surface 1 to a given surface j, n is the number of surfaces
within the urban canopy layer.
Algorithm of a ray tracing method
A ray tracing method is applied to calculate a view factor from a given differential area to
another urban surfaces. The thinking of the method is to shot a ray from a point on the differ-
ential area, then find the closest urban surface blocking the path of that ray. Once the ray is
intercepted, the properties of blocking surface would be also collected. These are used to deter-
mine which surface the point could view or not, and the proportion of number of ray intercepted
by the surface to total number of rays shoot is determined as a view factor. It is worthwhile to
highlight that in a ray tracing method, the more the number of rays shoot the finer value of a
view factor can be obtained.
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Calculation of sunlit area
A ray tracing method is also applied to calculated a sunlit area on urban surfaces. The thinking
of the method is similar to that for calculating a view factor. In this method, the area sunlit is
determined only by urban geometry and the location of the sun. First, we need to construct a
nest on every surface to differentiate the target surface to finite planes. From the point on these
planes, shot a ray toward the position of the sun. If the ray is intercepted by buildings, it means
the plane is shaded, if not, the plane is illuminated by the sun.
6.1.4 Test for Kugahara’s case
Test experiment design
The off-line run was conducted to evaluate the performance of MUCM for Kugahara (Tokyo)
on 1st September 2005. Kugahara is a residential area, which consists of residential buildings,
paved roads, and small playgrounds. The observed data of velocity, air temperature and specific
humidity at 29 m were used as an upper boundary condition. Observation data of solar radiation
at the height of 25 m were also used as input data (Table 6.2). These input data are plotted in
Figure 6.5. Due to the fact that there was not observation data for sun shadow on building
surfaces. Time variation of solar zenith angle and azimuth angle is calculated from position
of Kugahara (35.83N, 139.84E). The building sizes, thermal characteristics of building and
road material, and the land-cover condition were adapted to local condition. The model was
run 4 days from 1 September 2005 and the simulated results from 4th day were extracted for
comparison with observed values. Wind speed, air temperature and specific humidity were
measured at a height of 29 m. Solar radiation and anthropogenic heat flux are data on the
surface (Table 6.3).
Test experiment results
The simulated vertical profile of air temperature and wind speed from forth day of simulation
was compared to observations to verify the model’s performance. The observed data were
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obtained from the Kugahara project (Moriwaki and Kanda 2004; Moriwaki (et al.), 2006). The
measurement instruments were attached to a 29-m tower installed in a backyard of one of the
houses. Table 6.3 lists the height of measurement of air temperature and wind speed. On the
other hand, diurnal variation of air temperature at 1 m for both simulated and observed values
were shown in Figure 6.7. The results show that the MUCM is able to reproduce the vertical
profile of air temperature as well as wind speed. The model reproduced well the diurnal range
of surface air temperature (Figure 6.6).
6.2 Development of one-way nesting system
6.2.1 Description
In this section, the development of an one-way system nesting between the WRF model and
the MUCM will be explained. The schematic illustration of the nesting system is shown in
Figure 6.16. The MUCM receive output values for potential temperature, velocity and specific
humidity as the upper boundary condition. Shortwave and longwave solar radiation at the sur-
face from the WRF are also used. Solar zenith angle and azimuth angle from the WRF/SUCM
are used to calculate the sunlit rate on surfaces.
It must be remembered that the MUCM is a one-dimensional column model that assume
the horizontal homogeneity of surface condition. The influence of advection is ignored in the
model. By the other words, the MUCM is essentially one-dimensional (vertical) diffusive equa-
tions. The essential question arises here is which height of the model’s upper condition is
mostly theoretically proper in the sense of representation of physics process in the near-surface
atmosphere. To answer this question is not an easy task.
In this study, the output values of WRF/SUCM at the height of 300 m was choise as the
upper condition of the MUCM. The height of 300 m correspond to middle of mixing layer in
the daytime. This fixed upper condition means that the mixing layer height is assumed to not
change.
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6.2.2 Test run for Ho Chi Minh City’s case
The test simulation was implemented using WRF output for Ho Chi Minh City in April 2009-
2011.The simulated results are shown in Figure 6.17. Overall, MUCM seems to have good
performance on surface air temperature rather than original output form WRF/UCM. Diurnal
range of temperature tended to be smaller.
The heat budget of simulations is shown in the figures below. The MUCM solves the heat
budget for all canopy surfaces, i.e, roof, road, wall (4 directions). The net radiation on the
roof is larger, because the uniform height of buildings in MUCM, thus roof is not affected by
shadow. The variations of net radiation of Riemann surfaces differs with each other because of
motion of solar, especially wall surface.
The total heat budget of the urban canopy layer was calculated by multiplying the area of
surfaces to fluxes, then divided it to total area of urban unit. The results are shown in Figure
6.19.
The test simulation was implemented using WRF output for Ho Chi Minh City in April 2009-
2011. Overall, MUCM seems to have good performance on surface air temperature rather than
original output form WRF/UCM. Diurnal range of temperature tended to be smaller. Simulated
results were monthly averaged and compared to original results of WRF/UCM and observation.
Diurnal range tends to be smaller compared to that of WRF/UCM.
6.3 Application of one-way nesting system
6.3.1 Experiment design
In chapter 5, the impacts of future urbanization on urban climate were discussed. The simu-
lated results shos that the primary factor of temperature increase in urban area is the alteration
of vegetation or grassland to urban structures, thus resulting in increase of sensible heating and
decrease of latent heating. Buildings and pavement roads play a role as heat storage, which
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absorb the solar radiation in the daytime and re-releases that into the atmosphere at night. Thus
the UHI effect is usually stronger in the nighttime and early morning rather than in the daytime.
It is well known that the increase in temperature could lead to issues involving human health,
e.g., heat stroke, heat-relate mortality, or energy consumption increasing due to the use of air
conditioner. The mitigation the UHI effect is important in the future city. Four urban patterns
were selected: thermal insulation city (TIC), vertical expansion city (VEC), vertical-expansion
city with increasing green space (VEC-green), and green roof city (GRC). Figure 6.16 shows
the illustrations of the UHI mitigation strategies.
Thermal insulation city: the walls and roof of the building are covered by insulation material
with low heat capacity and thermal conductivity. An idea of TIC based on the hypothesis that
because the reason of UHI, especially in the nighttime and early morning is a heat storage
in urban structure, therefore if stop this heat storage by applying external insulation on wall
surfaces and roof, one could prevent the re-release of heat in the nighttime and early morning,
thus could reduce the UHI effect. Vertical expansion city: in the current time, there is a majority
of low-rise houses in GHCM. In VEC low-rise houses will be replaced by high-rise building
when keeping the volume of the building. Thus future buildings will be taller; meanwhile the
those width could be decreased, thus increase the space of road. On the other hand, a vertical
expansion city with green: same with the vertical expansion city, however,the leftover part of
urban unit can be replaced by green areas. Green roof: the building roof of urban areas will be
coverage of green. The roof material and its thermal characteristics, such as albedo, roughness
length, heat conductivity, heat capacity will be adapted to the green roof. Technically, the
experimental design of urban cases is shown in
6.3.2 Impacts of UHI mitigation strategies
The average diurnal variation of surface air temperature from each UHI-mitigation pattern
are shown in Figure 6.18. For comparison, the output for control simulations CU (current ur-
ban) and FU (future urban without UHI-mitigation) are also plotted. The differences of average
temperature for daytime and nighttime between each sensitive simulation and the control one
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CU are shown in Figure 6.17. In the daytime, without any UHI-mitigation strategies, the aver-
age temperature was estimated to rise 0.57 ◦C. The results show that GRC and VEC-green are
the most effective ways to mitigating UHI effect in both daytime. With applying such mitiga-
tion methods, the temperature is expected to rise only 0.11 and 0.05 ◦C. Meanwhile, the TIC
seemly has opposite effect, when increasing temperature 0.7 ◦C, higher than the case without
any mitigation strategies. The applying the TIC and GRC appears to be effective at night, when
decreasing temperature 0.21 and -0.25 ◦C, respectively.
It should be highlighted here that, due to fixed top boundary height at 300m, the one-way
nesting MUCM may underestimate the impacts of the change in urban settings. In the other
words, with fixed top condition below the height of mixing layer in the daytime, the one-way
nesting system then can not consider the effect of the change in urban surface on mixing layer.
It may cause the excessive bring up of sensible heat flux in the case of TIC or VEC, thus,
underestimate the increase in surface air temperature. On the other hand, for GRC and VEC-
green the one-way nesting system may cause an underestimation of sensible heat flux brought
up over the upper boundary condition. There are need to improve the model: nesting with UBC
above the height of mixing layer or two-way nesting MUCM to WRF.
6.4 Summary
The multi-layer urban canopy model with ray-tracing scheme was originally developed in
this study. The performance of the model was examined (off-line) using measured atmospheric
data at Kugahara, Tokyo, on September 01 of 2005. The model was also climatologically run in
one-way nesting mode using the WRF output data of Ho Chi Minh simulation. The results show
that the air temperature within the urban canopy was well performed in both off-line run and
one-way nesting run. For the one-way nesting run, the diurnal range of surface air temperature
appeared to be exactly estimated by the MUCM rather than that by the WRF coupled with single
layer canopy model.
Furthermore, the one-way nesting system with the MUCM was applied to examine UHI mit-
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igation strategies provided for Ho Chi Minh City. Four UHI-mitigation plans, i.e., green-roof,
vertical expanded, vertical expanded with increasing green space, thermal-insulation, were ex-
amined. The simulated results showed that a green-roof plan is the most effective way to mit-
igate UHI effect, by decreasing air temperature about -0.25 oC in the nighttime. On the other
hand, thermal-insulation plan can be expected to reduce UHI in the night time about -0.21 oC,
however, this plan appears to be useless in the daytime when increasing air temperature about
0.7 oC.
It is worthwhile to note that the one-way nesting system with fixed upper boundary condition
at lower level, e.g., 300m, may cause the underestimation of UHI-mitigation impacts. For
example, it may cause the excessively-bringing-up sensible heat flux in the case of thermal-
insulation or vertical-expanded plans, thus, underestimate air temperature increasing within the
urban canopy in the daytime. On the other hand, it could undervalue the flow-out-into-the-
above-atmosphere sensible heat flux in the case of green-space increasing plans. This limitation
should be improve in further studies. It is interesting to examine the nesting results with top
height above the daytime-mixing layer, so that the change in mixing layer caused by replacing
urban plan could be taken in account in the simulation.
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Table 6.1: Description of the multiple layer urban canopy model. The table shows the list of schemes
used in the model.
Schemes Description
Planetary boundary layer Mellor & Yamada Level 2
Surface process 1) Grass Model (for non-urban) 2) MUCM
(for urban)
Sky view factor, shadow Forward ray tracing method
Fluxes exchange (roof and road) Monin-Obukhov method
Sensible heat fluxes exchange (walls) Jurges method
Surface temperature at surfaces Newton method
Interior temperature Thermal conduction equation
Boundary condition Upper: fixed; Lower: flux
Table 6.2: Design of the test experiment for Kugahara, Tokyo. The table shows basic setting of experi-
ment.
Upper boundary Velocity, air temperature and specific humidity (at 29 m)
Radiation Observation data (at 25 m)
Solar position For position of Kugahara (35.83N, 139.84E) on 1 September
Building design Building width 9.6m, Road width 6.2m, building height 6.8m,
Land cover condition Built-up land: 60.6%, Bare land:8.5%, Grass land 30.9% with
conductance 20.7mm/sec
Run time 4 days from 1 September of 2005
Table 6.3: Description of measured data. The data at the top layer were used as boundary condition of
the model; the another data were used to evaluate the performance of the model.
Variable Measured at Height (m)
Temperature 0.75, 3.5, 7, 9, 11, 14, 17, 21, 25, 28
Wind speed 11, 15, 21, 29
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Table 6.4: Design of one-way nesting (ONS) for the case of Ho Chi Minh City. The ONS was imple-
mented for two sites (STID 1 and STID 6), which corresponds to the location of stations Tan Son Hoa
and Bien Hoa.
STID 1 STID 6
Urban scale h=10m,w=20m,r=8.3m h=8m,w=20m,r=8m
Urban fraction 0.96 0.77
Anthropogenic heat Max=40W/m2 Max=15W/m2
Heat capacity Roof: 2.1; Wall: 2.6 ; Road: 2.0
Thermal conductivity Roof: 1.5; Wall: 1.5 ; Road: 0.7
Albedo Roof: 0.2; Wall: 0.2; Road: 0.2
Roughness length Roof: 0.01; Road: 0.01
Top height 300m
Urban Canopy layer 10 layers
Run time 03-26:00 − 05-01:00 LST ( 2009 − 2011)
Table 6.5: Experiment design for UHI mitigation strategies. Besides the control experiment, i.e., FU,
another four experiments were conducted. The basic setting of these sensitivity experiments are shown
in the list below.
FU FU FU FU
(Control) Thermal insu-
lation
Vertical expan-
sion
Green roof
Urban unit scale h=10m,
w=20m, r=8.3
h=10m,
w=20m, r=8.3m
h=20m,
w=14m, r=8m
h=10m,
w=20m, r=8.3m
Urban fraction 0.96 0.96 0.7 0.96
Anthropogenic
heat
Max=70W/m2 Max=70W/m2 Max=70W/m2 Max=70W/m2
Heat capacity Roof: 2.1; Wall:
2.6; Road: 2.0
Roof: 2.1; Wall:
2.6; Road: 2.0
Roof: 2.1; Wall:
2.6; Road: 2.0
Roof: 2.1; Wall:
2.6; Road: 2.0
Thermal con-
ductivity
Roof: 1.5; Wall:
1.5 ; Road: 0.7
Roof: 1.5; Wall:
1.5 ; Road: 0.7
Roof: 1.5; Wall:
1.5 ; Road: 0.7
Roof: 1.5; Wall:
1.5 ; Road: 0.7
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Figure 6.2: Schematic Illustration of multiple layer canopy model. In the MUCM urban geography
is parameterized as uniform solid boxes lined in constant distance, i.e., the road. The vertical axis of
canopy is resolved into multiple layers. Dynamical and physical equations then were solved for each
vertical layer for each wall direction.
Figure 6.3: Illustration of forward ray tracing method
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Figure 6.4: Example of a view factor calculation. A, B, C indicate the locations on the ground surface
(A and B) and on the wall (C).
Figure 6.5: Atmospheric input data from observation for Kugahara’s case on 1 Sep 2005. Air tem-
perature and humidity are used as the upper boundary of the model. Meanwhile, solar radiation and
anthropogenic heat flux used as input variables at the surface.
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Figure 6.6: Simulated and observed diurnal variation of surface air temperature at 1m. Solid lines mean
simulated values; circle symbols mean observed values.
Figure 6.7: Vertical profiles of air temperature for every 6 hout at Kugahara. Solid lines mean simulation
and circle symbols mean observation.
Figure 6.8: Vertical profiles of wind speed for every 6 hour at Kugahara Red solid lines mean simulation
and red circles mean observation ( 1st September 2005).
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Figure 6.9: Schematic illustration of one-way nesting system. The WRF’s output of potential temper-
ature, specific humidity, wind velocity (two components) are used as the upper boundary condition for
the MUCM. Meanwhile, the WRF’s solar radiation (both long-wave and shor-wave) at surface are used
to solve heat budget equation at surface in the MUCM. Solar zenith and azimuth angles from the WRF
are used in MUCM to calculated the shadow areas on urban surfaces. The MUCM is applied to compute
for urban part and the grass model is apllied to compute for rural part.
Figure 6.10: Location of station TSH and BH (STID 1 and STID 6). Both stations are located in urban
areas of GHCM.
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Figure 6.11: Surface air temperature at STID 1, i.e., at station Tan Son Hoa, in comparison between the
MUCM, WRF/UCM and observation. The figure shows the temporal variation of surface air tempera-
ture during April of three simulation years 2009 − 2011. The observed data are shown in black-circle
markers; simulated results from the MUCM are in red lines; meanwhile, simulated results from the
WRF/UCM are in black line.
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Figure 6.12: Surface air temperature at STID 6, i.e., at station Bien Hoa, in comparison between the
MUCM, WRF/UCM and observation. The figure shows the temporal variation of surface air tempera-
ture during April of three simulation years 2009 − 2011. The observed data are shown in black-circle
markers; simulated results from the MUCM are in red lines; meanwhile, simulated results from the
WRF/UCM are in black line.
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Figure 6.13: Monthly mean diurnal variation of surface air temperature in comparison between the
MUCM, WRF/UCM and observation. The observed data are shown in black-circle markers; simulated
results from the MUCM are in red lines; meanwhile, simulated results from the WRF/UCM are in black
line.
Figure 6.14: Diurnal variation of net radiation, sensible heat fluxes and ground heat fluxes at urban
surfaces, including ground, building roof, walls in four directions.
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Figure 6.15: Heat budget of urban canopy. The figures shows the area-averages of heat fluxes within
urban canopy layer for two side STID 1 and STID 6. Rnet, LE, H, GR mean net radiation, latent heat,
sensible heat, and ground heat fluxes, respectively.
Figure 6.16: Illustration of UHI mitigation strategies. Four urban patterns were selected: thermal in-
sulation city (TIC), vertical expansion city (VEC), vertical-expansion city with increasing green space
(VEC-green), and green roof city (GRC).
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Figure 6.17: Diurnal distribution of surface air temperature when applying the UHI-mitigation
strategies. Four urban patterns were selected: thermal insulation city (TIC), vertical expansion city
(VEC), vertical-expansion city with increasing green space (VEC-green), and green roof city (GRC).
Figure 6.18: Temperature difference between UHI-mitigation cities and the status-quo. Four urban
patterns were selected: thermal insulation city (TIC), vertical expansion city (VEC), vertical-expansion
city with increasing green space (VEC-green), and green roof city (GRC).
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Figure 6.19: Heat budget at surface for urban patterns. Four urban patterns were selected: thermal
insulation city (TIC), vertical expansion city (VEC), vertical-expansion city with increasing green space
(VEC-green), and green roof city (GRC).
Figure 6.20: Vertical profile of potential temperature, temperature gradient, and flux at 12:00. T means
potential temperature, k means turbulence diffisivity coefficient. Four urban patterns were selected:
thermal insulation city (TIC), vertical expansion city (VEC), vertical-expansion city with increasing
green space (VEC-green), and green roof city (GRC).
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Chapter 7
SUMMARY
This study is the first attempt to investigate the impact of the past and future urbanization on
urban climate over one from the fast growing mega-cities in Southeast Asia, the Greater Ho Chi
Minh City metropolitan area, using a climatological dynamic downscaling approach. Besides,
the future urban climate of the city was projected talking into considering the coupled effects
of future urbanization and the greenhouse-gases induced global climate. On the other hand,
a multiple layer urban canopy model was developed and applied to evaluate UHI-mitigation
strategies for future GHCM. A ray-tracing algorithm was adopted to calculate a view factor and
shadow areas within the urban canopy. This thing was never done in other MUCM developed
until now.
Land-use/cover datasets for the past 20 years were originally derived from Landsat remote
sensing images, and the land-use/cover datasets for the future were estimated from the city’s
master plan. Anthropogenic heat release data sets were estimated from present-day statisti-
cal and predicted data for energy consumption. Such data sets were incorporated into 1km-
resolution WRF/UCM simulations. The results of this study were analyses, and the main con-
clusions drawn are as follows.
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Impact of past urbanization
Agreement between simulated and observed data, e.g for both 2-m air temperature and humid-
ity,demonstrates the high possibility of the WRF/UCM in simulation of the urban heat island
effect for GHCM.
Simulated results show that urbanization in the last 20 years has significantly changed the
urban heat island effect over GHCM. In the first period, the UHI expanded to suburban Ho Chi
Minh City. This process was accelerated, especially in the 2000s, when the UHI covered a large
area encompassing Ho Chi Minh City and neighboring areas in the eastern and northern parts.
This evolution of the UHI was closely associated with features of urbanization.
The simulated results also implied that, in the case of GHCM, the main factor leading to
the evolution of the UHI was the alteration of the land-use/cover rather than an increase in the
anthropogenic heat release.
Analysis of the surface heat budget highlighted that conversion from grass and agricultural
land to urban structures induced increased thermal inertia and decreased evaporation and evap-
otranspiration. This conversion played a major role in shaping the behavior of the diurnal UHI.
Analysis of three specific positions suggested strong linear properties in increasing of average
temperatures, i.e., increased total temperature rate is equivalent to the sum of the increased
rate in the first and latter 10-year periods. Furthermore, the urbanization impact in the central
GHCM for the last 20 years was estimated at 0.31 ◦C. Meanwhile, the temperature increase was
observed for the same time at 0.64 ◦C. This suggested that the urbanization might contribute
about half to the increase in surface air temperature in the central GHCM.
Future urban climate projection
This paper is first attempt to investigate the impacts of greenhouse-gases induced global
warming and future urbanization on the changes in surface air temperature over the big city
in Southeast Asia, i.e., the Greater Ho Chi Minh City metropolis up to the 2050s. The main
results are as below.
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The downscaled future air temperature is strongly influenced by selection of GCMs and
warming scenario RCP. Averagely, the surface air temperature is expected to rise about 1.8,
1.6, and 1.3 ◦C in the new urban, the preexisting urban and the non-urban areas, respectively,
for global warming scenario RCP4.5. For RCP8.5, these increases are about 2.2, 2.0, and 1.7
◦C, respectively. The assemble average of downscaled results for RCP4.5 revealed that, up to
2050s, the global warming accompanied with urbanization is expected to raise monthly mean
surface air temperature 1.6 and 1.8 ◦ C in the preexisting and new urban areas of GHCM. For
RCP8.5, these increases will be 2.0 and 2.2 ◦ C, respectively.
The spatial difference in temperature increase can be considered as the impacts of urbaniza-
tion. The future urbanization contributes about 15% to total urban warming in the preexisting
urban area and 30% in new urban area, for RCP4.5 downscaling. For RCP8.5 downscaling,
these values are 10% and 20%, respectively. Compared to the global warming effect, the con-
tribution of urbanization is relatively small, however, not negligible. This implies that there is
still a room for mitigating urban warming in the future. Since global climate change mitigation
seems beyond the power of any individual city, the mitigation urbanization impacts is likely
possible, if proper urban designs are planned and implemented.
The temperature responses to the global warming and the urbanization have a strong linearity,
i.e, the total urban warming is likely a combination of the impacts of global climate change and
local urbanization. This finding implies that the temperature impacts of these two factors can
be quantified by the results of the separate two sensitive simulations or vice versa.
Development of multi-layer canopy model and its application
A multiple layer urban canopy model using a ray tracing scheme was developed. The model’s
performance was tested (off-line ) using measured data at Kugahara Tokyo in September 2005.
The one-way nesting system between the WRF output and the developed MUCM was also
designed. The performance of this one-way nesting system was also tested for simulation the
urban physics process for Ho Chi Min City’s case. The results shown good performance of
MUCM in representing surface air temperature. The diurnal range estimated by MUCM tends
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to be smaller than that from WRF/UCM.
Furthermore, the one-way nesting system was applied to examine UHI mitigation strategies
provided for Ho Chi Minh City. The simulated results revealed that applying a green roof is the
most effective way to mitigate UHI effect, when reducing nighttime air temperature about -0.25
◦C. On the other hand, applying thermal insulation can reduce the nighttime air temperature
about -0.21 ◦C, however, increase the daytime temperature about 0.7 ◦C.
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